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Welcome To Blinx: The Time Sweeper

Blinx: The Time Sweeper is a new kind of action game made especially for the Microsoft Xbox. It features a cool cat named Blinx who spends his days as a janitor at the Time Factory. Using his Time Sweeper, Blinx collects errant time crystals before they can cause glitches in the time stream. But when Blinx hears that some thugs have kidnapped a princess and plan to steal time crystals for nefarious purposes, he decides to take matters into his own paws. Blinx intends to rescue both the princess and the time crystals.

Blinx: Not Your Usual Action Hero!

As a janitor, Blinx spends his day sweeping up garbage with his Time Sweeper, the TS-1000. His sweeping skills come in handy when he takes on the challenge of rescuing the princess.

With the TS-1000, Blinx can sweep up all your basic rubbish, trash cans, oil barrels, park benches, flowerpots, and discarded appliances. Blinx can shoot trash out of the TS-1000 at enemy monsters, and he can trade trash still in the sweeper at the end of the stage for extra cash. Because you have to defeat a specified number of monsters in each stage to open the exit warp, part of your strategy should be deciding which pieces of trash to pick up and when to do it.
INTRODUCTION

Blinx also uses his trusty TS-1000 to pick up precious time crystals. Time plays a major role in this game. With the time crystals, Blinx can rewind, slow, pause, record, and fast-forward the game to solve puzzles, reach new areas, and get the jump on pesky monsters. This revolutionary feature is patented by Microsoft and available only on the Xbox.

Here’s how they work: When Blinx sweeps up three of the same type of time crystals plus one different one, he’s rewarded with a use of that time control (Pause, for instance, or Fast-Forward). If he picks up four of the same type, he gets two uses of that time control. Think ahead when you pick up time crystals.

The Xbox records your most recent actions on its hard drive, so when you use one of the time controls, it manipulates time accordingly in real time on the screen. If you use Rewind, for example, logs float upstream and broken items are made whole again.

Record Blinx performing some amazing feat, and during playback you see his ghost re-enacting that trick while Blinx goes on to do something else. Select Pause and monsters stop in their tracks. Use Fast-Forward or Slow to speed up the action or slow it down.

To help Blinx save the princess and the world, you must become adept at figuring out what time control to use in what situation. That’s where we come in. Read on to learn how to aid Blinx in his quest to beat the Tom-Tom Gang.
The Time Sweeper Handbook

In Blinx: The Time Sweeper, you concentrate on the game, instead of memorizing complicated combo moves or trying to remember what button controls which function. Once you understand the basics, you can immerse yourself in the fun of saving the world.

The Moves

You can master Blinx’s moves with three buttons and the left thumbstick. How simple is that?

Press the left thumbstick in the direction you want Blinx to move. The farther you move the thumbstick, the faster Blinx walks. Combine this with the Fast-Forward time control to make him go really fast.

Press A to make Blinx jump. Press A and the left thumbstick together if you want him to jump in a certain direction.

Press A twice to do a double jump. Blinx jumps higher and travels farther than he would with a standard jump. With experience, you’ll know instinctively when a double jump is needed.

Press X or B to make Blinx sweep up and fire trash with his handy-dandy sweeper. Holding X or B sweeps up nearby pieces of trash or crystals. The size and weight of the item determines how long it takes to sweep it up.

Even the Level 3 Sweeper takes a while to sweep up large items like this rusted automobile.

Factor in elevation when firing at floating enemies such as this Octoballon, and stand far enough back so that Blinx doesn’t have to fire straight up.

Even the Level 3 Sweeper takes a while to sweep up large items like this rusted automobile.
The Flow of the Game

You have 10 minutes in each stage to defeat all the time monsters the Tom-Tom Gang's theft has created. When you've cleared the enemies, the goal gate opens and you return to the present. If you fail to clear the monsters before time runs out, it's Time Over. If you run out of Retrys it's game over.

If this seems easy, it isn't. The monsters are scattered everywhere, sometimes in groups and sometimes alone in obscure corners. To find them all, you must search the entire level.

As if finding all the monsters weren't challenging enough, you also have to solve puzzles and get around or over obstacles. Here are a few of the obstacles you run into as you seek to save the world from the Tom-Tom Gang.

Avoiding regular rolling barrels is a piece of cake. It's the explosive ones you have to watch out for.

Jump switches open doors and turn things on and off. If you find two of these in the same room, it's likely you'll have to use Record so you can have two Blinkes working the switches at once.

The "M" on this door indicates you have to defeat all the monsters in the room to open it.

Sometimes you get lucky and find large groups of monsters in a single room.

Sometimes that last monster lurks where you didn't think to look.

The goal gate lights up when you defeat the final monster in the stage you're playing.

If you run out of time and you have no more Retrys, it's Game Over!

Handle the time controls with 2. First, press and hold 2 to display your collected controls onscreen. Using the left thumbstick, move the cursor over the desired control. Release the Control Time button to activate the time control. To learn more about time control functions, see Time Controls Exposed in this section.
After you’ve cleared a stage of monsters, the next stage opens to let you continue your quest. You can go back to already completed stages to collect hidden Cat Medals. The game has 80 of these medals in red, blue, silver, and gold. Collect enough medals and you get neat prizes—including an opportunity to buy the super-special (and super-expensive) TS-X7 Supreme!

Try to improve your time through each stage, aiming for an A+ or S+ ranking. If you finish the game with an A+ or S+ in every stage, you unlock a hidden prize.

Finding Cat Medals requires a sharp eye and even sharper reflexes. Can you collect all 80?

Time Controls Exposed

Every time you collect four time crystals—shown in the bottom left corner of the screen—the hand of crystals is evaluated and if valid, time controls are doled out. If Blinx collects at least three crystals of the same type, plus one crystal—any other type, he gets one use of the time control corresponding to the three matching crystals.

If he fills up his hand with four crystals of the same type, Blinx gets to use the corresponding time control twice. If he fails to collect at least three time crystals of the same type, he gets nothing. The hand resets.

Try to build a hand of crystals that gives you the time controls you need most.
Time controls are laid out at the bottom of the game screen in the standard format for VCR controls. To use one, hold down 

highlight the desired control, and release .

Each time control has its own characteristics, allowing you to manipulate time in a variety of ways. Be aware, however, that time controls do not stop or alter the time limit for the stage.

If possible, collect four matching crystals to get the most time control uses.

You can use only the time controls that are lit up. The number of times you can use a control appears above its VCR symbol at the bottom of the game screen.

REW: Rewind

The Rewind control lets you rewind time for 10 seconds. It also has the power to make some broken items whole again. The Rewind control makes rivers, streams, and conveyor belts run backwards, making it easier to reach certain locations. Rewind time crystals look like purple crosses.

FF: Fast-Forward

This control speeds up everything, including Blinx. It’s good for helping Blinx get to the goal gate within the 10-minute limit or from one stage location to another in practically no time. Fast-Forward also encases Blinx in a special force field, protecting him from one hit from any danger in his path. The Fast-Forward crystal looks like an orange triangle.

PAUSE: Pause

This control freezes everything for a short time. Pause crystals look like blue crescents. Use Pause when you want the world to stop for a moment—such as when you face fast-moving Bosses or while traversing areas with wobbly moving platforms. Pause also immobilizes certain deadly traps, allowing you to pass without harm.
**REC: Record**

This control lets you tape 10 seconds of your action and then replay it. You get two Blinxes on screen at once! It's an important time control for puzzles that require two people to press down buttons or to operate items such as seesaws. You're invincible when you are recording, making this a perfect control to use when you must attack monsters that have many hit points. Record crystals come in the shape of green diamonds.

**SLOW: Slow**

As the name implies, this control slows down everything except Blinx for a while. Slow crystals look like shining yellow stars. Use Slow when you need to get past fast-moving obstacles or just to give you the upper hand against large groups of enemies. Slow also lets you grab more of the gold that appears when you defeat a Boss.

**RETRY: Retry**

Retry is the Blinx equivalent of an extra life. Collect three red hearts for one Retry; four red hearts gives you two. When a monster hits you, the game rewinds a few seconds to the point before impact, giving you another shot at dodging the enemy's blow. When you run out of Retries, it's Game Over.

You start the game with three Retry Holders and two Retry hearts. Unless you purchase more Retry Holders at the Shops located in each area, you can have no more than three Retry hearts at a time. Make Retry Holders one of your first purchases.
Trash Combat

Because he’s a Time Sweeper, trash plays a large role in Blinx’s life. It also plays a large role in yours as you guide Blinx through this adventure.

In this game, trash is both ammunition and income. You must choose which trash to keep and which to use in battle. The type of trash you can pick up is also limited by the strength of your sweeper.

Most of the litter you encounter is small and easily swept up by any sweeper. Medium-sized pieces of trash are heavier and larger, and call for Level 2 or Level 3 Sweepers. Used as ammo, however, medium-sized trash inflicts twice as much damage as small pieces of trash.

Only the humongous 16T Weight qualifies as large trash. You need the Level 3 Sweeper to move it, but as ammunition it inflicts 3 HP of damage. 16T Weights are important for another reason, too: They mark the locations of hidden rooms.

The following lists categorize trash by size and give the value of each piece. Determine for yourself which items to use in battle and which items to carry with you through the goal gate!

### Small Trash
- **Sweeper Requirement:** Level 1 Sweeper or better
- **Damage:** 1 HP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>10G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick</td>
<td>2G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottle</td>
<td>100G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy</td>
<td>20G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>22G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flask</td>
<td>15G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jar</td>
<td>8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box</td>
<td>8G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>3G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sack</td>
<td>3G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>5G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Medium Trash
- **Sweeper Requirement:** Level 1 Sweeper or better
- **Damage:** 2 HP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bucket</td>
<td>250G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowl</td>
<td>70G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wreath</td>
<td>65G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cage</td>
<td>40G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>5G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowl</td>
<td>40G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>200G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Large Trash
- **Sweeper Requirement:** Level 3 Sweeper
- **Damage:** 3 HP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16T Weight</td>
<td>80G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Sweeper Image Catalogue

In each area of the game, you find a Shop selling a variety of Time Sweeper-related equipment. You can upgrade your abilities, your equipment, and even your ammunition. The following shows the variety of merchandise available at your local Shop.

Ability Upgrades

These items increase the number of Retry hearts and time controls that Blinx can carry at one time. Each Shop carries only one Retry Holder and one Time Control Holder. Make it a habit to purchase them at each Shop on your first visit.

Sweeper Upgrades

Three level upgrades are available for the basic TS-1000 Sweeper. TS-1000 is a Level 1 Sweeper that picks up small pieces of trash lying around the stages as you clear them. Level 2 Sweepers pick up all trash except the 16T Weight. The 16T Weight can only be picked up by a Level 3 Sweeper.

You can also buy some specialty sweepers with special powers.

When you buy a new Sweeper, it replaces the one you're holding. If you need your old Sweeper back, you have to buy it again. The best shopping tactic is to buy a Level 2 Sweeper when one becomes available and then a Level 3 Sweeper to finish out the game.

After you complete the game, purchase the Freeze Sweeper to get the rest of the 80 hidden Cat Medals. Then save up lots of gold to get the extra-special TS-X7 Supreme, and use it to get top time marks in each level.
This is the TS-1000 Sweeper that you start the game with. It is the most basic model on the market.

This sweeper lets you sweep up piles of sand as well as small pieces of garbage. This model is especially handy in sandy areas such as the Hourglass Caves.

Level 1 Sweepers

These sweeper models all do the same thing—sweep up all kinds of trash except the 16T Weight. The Jaguar, Spiral, and Skull models have designer markings that make Blinx look cool while he works.

Level 1 Sweepers

Level 3 Sweepers are the most advanced professional models sold in the regular game. These heavy-duty machines can handle the heaviest pieces of trash, and can sweep up smaller pieces of trash from a greater distance than the Level 1 and Level 2 sweepers.

Level 3 Sweepers

This sweeper can shoot fiery trash and sweep up flames in the Forge of Hours. This model is especially effective when used against water spirit monsters.

Level 2 Sweepers

This sweeper model shoots out frozen trash and sweeps up small pools of water. It is also the ideal weapon to be used against the Combustasaur.

Level 2 Sweepers

The Sweeper Pack L doubles the amount of trash your sweeper holds, from five pieces to ten. It works with all sweepers and comes installed when you purchase a new one. This item can be bought at the Shop in the Hourglass Canals.

Special Upgrades

Rumor has it that this special sweeper appears in Shops after you’ve collected all 80 of the hidden Cat Medals. It is extremely expensive but well worth its cost; it does the work of all of the sweepers combined, including the Aladdin, Flame, and Freeze models!

Special Upgrades
◆ Ammunition ◆

You can buy special ammunition in the Shops to augment your trash sweepings. SuperBombs and Spike Bullets deal heavy damage and can be helpful in difficult stages.

![Bomb](image1.png) 300c  
![Super bomb](image2.png) 500c  
![Spike bullet](image3.png) 400c

◆ Clothing ◆

The Shops in this game also sell cool outfits for Blinx when he gets bored with his regular clothes. If you have the money and the time, you can create ensembles of clothing and sweepers!

![RED SET](image4.png) 5000c  
![BLUE SET](image5.png) 5000c  
![ARMY SET](image6.png) 7500c  
![GREEN SET](image7.png) 7500c  

![ORANGE SET](image8.png) 7500c  
![DESERT SET](image9.png) 10,000c  
![WINTER SET](image10.png) 10,000c  
![YELLOW SET](image11.png) 10,000c  

![BRIGHT SET](image12.png) 30,000c  
![BLACK SET](image13.png) 30,000c
Secrets of the Testers

The following list has tips and tricks from Microsoft's own testers. They're the ones who spent the most time with the game before it hit store shelves, so you can trust what they say.

- Experiment with various time controls in all areas. They can help you defeat monsters, avoid traps, solve puzzles, and reach hidden areas.
- Don’t pick up every crystal you see! Build hands that give you time controls—at least three of the four crystals shown in your hand at the screen's bottom left must be the same color.
- When enemies are flashing, they are invincible. Wait for foes to drop their guard. When they stop flashing, attack!
- Higher-level sweepers let you sweep bigger trash.
- Retry and Time Control Holders are the most important items in the game. Buy these first at every Shop! They increase the number of Retry hearts and time controls Blinx can carry.
- Maximize the damage you deal by using large trash items on enemies that require multiple hits to defeat. Bigger trash inflicts more damage.
- You can replay stages that Blinx has cleared. Use this advantage to go back to easier stages and stock up on time controls and gold before challenging harder stages.
- Cat Medals, 80 total, are hidden over all the stages. You get prizes after collecting set amounts. The first prizes may not be great, but later you unlock some cool prizes and features.
- Revisit earlier stages after you purchase better sweepers from the Shops. Some hidden areas become accessible to better sweepers.
- Watch the trash exchange when you complete a level to find out which trash items are worth the most gold. Grab the most valuable objects just before you jump into the goal gate.
- If you have valuable items in your sweeper and an extra Record near the end of a level, record yourself and empty your sweeper. During the playback, you can sweep up double the items, giving you double the cash.
- All monsters and Bosses have unique abilities and attacks. Learn from their movements and attack patterns. Some monsters signal when they are about to attack.
- Bombs are highly dangerous, but if you make a mistake you can use Pause to sweep the exploding bombs up and use them again.
- Don’t forget, Blinx can jump and shoot at enemies and targets. Usually this is the most accurate way to hit enemies from a distance.
- Many enemies are heard before they are seen. Use those cat ears to your advantage!
- Try shooting various items at monsters. Some monsters are more affected by certain trash. For example, the Keroppers are more vulnerable when they eat bombs.
- Collecting a hand with three of four crystals of the same type gives you a time control. Collecting four of a kind gives you two time controls.
- Use a Pause or Slow time control after defeating Bosses to keep gold on the screen longer so you can pick it all up.
- Some large monsters take many hits to defeat. Use Record with a full sweeper to maximize your attack power. When time rewinds, you regain all your items.
- If you open a chest with lots of gold, grab it all then Rewind. The gold goes back in the chest, and you can get it again. It’s great for getting extra money to spend in the Shops.
- Use Slow and Pause for easier navigation past moving blades and across moving platforms.
- When streams of water or sand push Blinx back, use Rewind or Pause to help him progress.
- Use Pause before a golem forms so you can sweep up some of its parts and make it weaker. Golem body parts can also be sold for 100 gold each!
Use Record to distract a troublesome monster or Boss. While your foe is watching the recorded Blinx, run behind for a sneak attack.

Different sweepers have different powers. Some sweep up sand piles, water, or even flames.

The best places to stock up on time controls are Stage 1-2 and Stage 2-1. These stages are short and easy, and have crystals for any time control you need. The stage has gold as well, making it a decent place to nab some cash.

Destroy Octoballoons and Dust Herders last in areas that have many enemies. You can get trash from them if you need it.

Take time to shoot the slot machines. If bombs come out, use Pause to pick them up for use as ammo or to exchange for 20 gold each. If gold comes out, it comes out in large amounts.

When fighting Water Spirits or Combustasaurus without a Flame or Freeze Sweeper, fill up with trash items, activate Record, and fire away! The recorded Blinx takes the enemy to near death—and you still have 10 trash items to finish the job.

The Flame Sweeper is potent against Water Spirits, and the Freeze Sweeper is powerful against Combustasaur.

For a key advantage when fighting the Bosses, buy items in the Shop first. SpikeBullets or SuperBombs greatly increase your ability to damage and thus improve your chances of survival.

When you get Boss 6 down to 50 percent life, stay close for his dash attacks. If you can get behind him, he charges and completely misses you. Follow his dash attack and repeat this strategy until he gives up and moves on to another tactic.

When fighting Boss 7, go into the battle with as many Pauses as possible (six Pauses and four Rewinds are recommended). When the Boss comes out of the ground, dodge his trash attack and begin sweeping up trash. Get as many pieces as you can. You need to be a dead-eye shot. Watch for the Boss to poke his head above the water around the platform edge. When he does, Pause and fire at him. He knocks the platform you're standing on out from under you, so be wary. When the platform sinks, he sticks his head above water again. Repeat the sequence—Pause, shoot, jump from platform—until he's done in.
Stage 1: Time Square

Each world in the game features three game levels, one Boss level, and a shop where you can buy Retry Holders, Time Holders, new outfits, and the latest sweepers.

Time Square is the first world Blinx visits in his quest to stop the Tom-Tom Gang. The stages in this world teach you most of the skills you need to advance to more difficult stages.

Tip!

Don’t expect to find everything in a stage on your first visit. You have a set time limit to defeat all the monsters and get to the goal gate. The first time through, concentrate on finding the monsters and the goal gate so you can clear the stage. Then go back and look for areas where time controls might reveal hidden locations. Look for blue, red, gold, and silver Cat Medals, too. Cat Medals win you cool prizes and items that you can’t otherwise get.

Stage 1-1

- Difficulty: ★
- Secrets: 🐱🐱🐱
- Time monsters: 3

This stage introduces the basics of controlling Blinx. Follow the onscreen instructions to learn how to sweep up trash with the TS-1000. Pick up all the trash in the starting alcove—you need it later.
The first group of time crystals you find consists of three blue time crystals and a single yellow one. Grab all four crystals, and you're rewarded with a single use of the Pause command. You can hold a maximum of three time control uses right now, so decide carefully which time crystals to pick up.

Head down the ramp into the square. If you use the Pause control immediately, you can prevent the statue from crumbling long enough to grab the silver Cat Medal from under the statue's base. Cat Medals are collectible items in the game. If you find enough of them, you unlock special items and surprises.

Run up the ramp beside the statue. A group of barrels blocks the path. Use the Time Sweeper to whisk a couple out of your way.

Your first enemy, a Chronoblob, awaits you in the alley beyond the barrels. These guys are slow and not very observant. Aim your sweeper nozzle carefully and fire. If you hit him, he deflates, leaving behind a couple of time crystals and an outline of goo.

Jump on the blue button to open a shiny gold door and continue down the sidewalk. Be careful! Another Chronoblob waits for you on the other side.
Continue down the road until you reach a cul-de-sac with another button switch. Use it to open a door into the final section of this small level.

Head through the door and down the ramp to the goal gate. After you defeat a third Chronoblob on the ramp, it opens and you can exit.

This switch opens the door next to you. If it opens a door farther away, you would see a short cutscene hinting at the location of that door.

When you run into small groups of time crystals, stop to think if they might combine with time crystals you’ve left behind. Don’t pick them up until you’ve identified the locations of at least three of the same kind.

Use garbage as steps to reach out-of-the-way places. Fire one of those large rust-colored barrels at this wall, and use it to hop up on the ledge. There you find more blue time crystals and a red Cat Medal.

Red Cat Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper or a tall piece of trash

To get the red Cat Medal, you need one of two things: the Level 3 Sweeper or a tall enough piece of garbage to let Blinx jump onto the ledge where the medal lies.

With the Level 3 Sweeper, simply sweep up the 16T Weight blocking the alley near the first jump switch and grab the medal on the other side. Alternatively, use a tall piece of trash—such as one of those rusty oil barrels—to let Blinx reach the medal from the other side of the alley, by the goal gate.

Silver Cat Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** 1 Pause time control

Use Pause to freeze time long enough for Blinx to grab the silver Cat Medal from beneath the statue’s base at the start of Stage 1-1. If you are slow and time runs out, Blinx gets caught in the rubble and you have to use a Retry to get him out.
**Gold Cat Medal**

- **Requirements**: 1 Rewind time control

Use Rewind to rewind time and reconstruct the broken statue. To reach the Gold Cat Medal, however, you have to be standing on the statue's head as it is being fixed. When the statue is whole again, simply jump up and grab the medal.

---

**Stage 1-2**

- **Difficulty**: ★★
- **Secrets**: ★★★
- **Time monsters**: 6

This stage is longer and a little more complex than Stage 1-1, but the techniques you learned in the first stage hold true. With twice the number of time monsters to contend with, take the 10-minute time limit into consideration as you explore.

---

Walk out of the alcove to find three blue time crystals. These time crystals, in the shape of a crescent moon, give you the ability to use the Pause time control. Pick them up before moving on.
The first time monster you encounter is a simple Chronoblob. Shoot it with your TS-1000 and watch as the monster deflates, leaving only time crystals and a goo outline to mark its location.

You need only three crystals of one type to use a time control. If you find a fourth, you get two uses of that time control.

Grab as much trash as you can in the starting section to keep you from running out.

The gold triangles in this corner are worth money. You find many of these ingots sprinkled throughout the level. They come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and denominations.

Chronoblob monsters are pretty tame. They attack by bouncing on you. You should be able to get a shot off before they get close enough to hurt you.

Walk under the bridge into the next monster-infested area. This section is home to a Spiker (you understand the name when one of them spots you!), a Chronoblob, and a Dust Herder. The rolling barrels make this section seem busier than it is, but if you need a second to catch your breath and scope out the scene, use Pause.

Spikers inflate sharp, pointy spikes when they see an enemy and start rolling toward the foe at top speed. Once a Spiker sees you, it is tough to get him to stand still long enough for you to attack. They are invulnerable while their spikes are extended.

Use the TS-1000 to eliminate the three monsters, then gather the time crystals to get access to more time controls.

As you collect time crystals scattered around this section, strive for four of a kind. This is the quickest way to build up access to time controls.
Follow the trail of the rolling barrels up the ramp into the next area. A pool of gold crystals lies on the ground in the middle of the square.

You need gold to purchase sweeper upgrades and other items, so grab as much as you can. You have competition, however: a member of the Tom-Tom Gang.

When he rises from a hole in the ground on his air bike, ready your sweeper to attack. Three hits send him on his way, and each successful hit causes him to drop time crystals. Save your gold and replenish your time controls with his crystals.

A line of purple Rewind crystals leads you into a hallway with a switch. Jump on the switch to open one of two golden doors in the city square. Grab the red Cat Medal before you leave.

Before you enter the new area, check out the broken column by the hallway. If you stand on one of the pieces and use Rewind, the column reassembles itself, providing a way for you to grab the silver Cat Medal floating above it.

Enter the next section through the newly opened door to the right. Grab the three blue Pause crystals and then make a flying double jump onto the roof of the building ahead of you. Double-jump once more to reach a platform with a gold Cat Medal.

You’ve uncovered all of Stage 1-2’s secrets, so you can take out the final two time monsters (a Spiker and a Dust Herder) with a light heart. After defeating both, jump on the switch and head back into the square.
Behind the second and final door lies the path to the goal gate. You must defeat all the required time monsters to activate the gate. On larger levels, it's helpful to find the goal gate early on. Jump onto the goal gate to clear the stage.

If you have difficulty shooting the Spiker when it's not in attack mode, try using Pause to freeze the action.

When the goal gate is activated, a blinding light streams from the top.

**Red Cat Medal**

- **Requirements:** None

A Red Cat Medal lies next to the first jump switch. You don’t need any special time controls or moves to get this one—just remember to pick it up as you jump on the switch.

**Silver Cat Medal**

- **Requirements:** 1 Rewind time control

Use Rewind to reverse the flow of time and reassemble the broken column. Ride one of the broken pieces as the column is reconstructed to the very top, then jump to reach the Silver Cat Medal.

**Gold Cat Medal**

- **Requirements:** None

As you enter the area behind the first golden door, make a flying jump onto the slanted roof of the building at the top of the first part of the ramp. Then doublejump onto the ledge above to grab a Gold Cat Medal and a couple of purple time crystals.
The final game level of Time Square has you racing over rooftops to defeat time monsters before time runs out. In case you wonder, all the action is on the rooftops. The alleys below are deserted, bereft of both time crystals and monsters. Explore them as you wish, but keep that time limit in mind.

As always, start by picking up as much trash as your sweeper can hold. Then head up the ramp.

You can’t shift the 16T Weight with your current sweeper (you need a Level 3 Sweeper for that), so head right across the flimsy wooden bridge onto the first rooftop.

**List of Time Crystals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Group 5</th>
<th>Group 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hidden 1**  
**Hidden 2**  
**Medal 1**  
**Medal 2**  
**Medal 3**
The rooftops' slants aren't great enough to hinder Blinx from walking, but he slips on some sections. You must jump and doublejump to get where you need to go.

A Chronoblob waits at the end of the first line of rooftops. Jump around and over the trash to get a clear shot at him.

Walk across the bridge and prepare to confront a new enemy: the Octoballoon. These floating octopi come in a variety of colors and strengths. The blue ones in this stage have a single HP, so you can defeat them with a single hit. They attack by spitting out trash like the Dust Herders. You know an attack is coming when one swoops down to your level.

Tight quarters on the next section of rooftop make it difficult to shoot safely at the Dust Herder standing guard. Dodge its attacks until you find an unobstructed perch. Then continue over the rippling roofline to take out the Chronoblob in front of the chimney.

The final two enemies (another Octoballoon and a Chronoblob) guard the next-to-the-last deck. Take out the Chronoblob first and do it from the bridge, so you can move in closer and get a better shot at the Octoballoon.

Dodge the rolling barrels to get to the exit gate beyond. Watch out for the explosive barrel! You don't want to get blown up so close to the end of the stage.
Red Cat Medal

- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

Climb the roof of the building past the first Octoballoon. Above it, you see the Red Cat Medal on a small ledge. Walk or jump onto the ledge to get the medal.

Silver Cat Medal

- **REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper and a Fast-Forward

Sweep up the 16T Weight in front of the door to the hidden chamber by the Goal Gate. Inside, you find a couple of gold crystals on the floor, a line of red hearts, and the Silver Cat Medal suspended over a strange silver contraption. The FF mark on the top of the contraption's plunger indicates that you need a Fast-Forward time control to make use of the machine. Set a Fast-Forward in motion and then jump on the machine. It boosts you high enough to grab the Silver Medal.

Gold Cat Medal

- **REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper and a Fast-Forward

The Gold Cat Medal is hidden in a small room behind the 16T Weight at the top of the ramp at the beginning of the stage. Sweep it up with the Level 3 Sweeper and claim the prize within.
The Dust Keeper is the first Boss you encounter in the game. As such, the strategies to defeat him are pretty simple.

The Dust Keeper tends to madly jump around the arena, firing off trash whenever the mood strikes him. You need to pick up some trash to arm the TS-1000 when you start this stage, so you’re unable to attack right off the bat. Use Pause or Slow so that you can pick up some garbage before the Dust Keeper gets his first shot off.

It takes four hits to defeat the Dust Keeper: Keep dodging the flying garbage as you sweep up trash for missiles of your own, and try to hit the Dust Keeper himself.

Pause and Slow make it easier to sweep up trash and hit the bouncing beast. You find both blue and yellow time crystals around the edges of the arena to activate the Pause and Slow controls.
Dodge the Dust Keeper’s attacks as you search for ammo and openings to launch your own attacks. Four hits is all it takes to defeat this Boss, but the going’s tough unless you have a large supply of time controls.

The gold crystals disappear quickly. Freeze time with Pause while you gather them up.
Stage 2: Déjà Vu Canals

Stage 2 introduces larger levels with more sophisticated puzzles and challenges. Most of the enemies you encounter in the Déjà Vu Canals are old friends. You meet some of their stronger brothers as the difficulty level increases, however.

Expect to use time controls more often in this stage to control the water current in the canals and to fix the crumbling bridges.

Stage 2-1

This level introduces you to the canal environment, while giving you plenty of opportunities to restock your Time Control and Retry holders. Watch for unusual areas or features that you might need to explore further.

Exit the starting gate, sweep up all the trash around you to arm your sweeper, then head into a large courtyard. From the top of the steps, take out both Octoballoons circling overhead.

Collect all the gold in the stream flowing down the center of the walkway by jumping in. The current carries you to a footbridge at the bottom.

Head down the courtyard steps and enter a canal at left. As you cross under the bridge, aim and shoot the Chronoblob at the end of the canal before it sees you.

If you need to restock any time controls, the courtyard has plenty of crystals. Make sure you have at least one Rewind for later in the level.
Dispatch the Chronoblob, round the corner to the left, and immediately sweep up the bomb you see on the ground. This corner dock is guarded by a Keropper, a froglike time monster with a liking for trash. When you feed it trash from your sweeper it grows bigger and slower. This lets you run around it and shoot it in its vulnerable behind.

A quicker way to defeat this time monster is to feed it a bomb, which explodes in the Keropper’s belly. You can usually count on finding a bomb or two on the ground around the Keropper’s lair.

Head down the other side of the buildings, jumping from wooden dock to wooden dock. No enemies lurk around the corners, so relax and enjoy the Mediterranean scenery.

At the end of the canal, hop onto the ramp to your left and follow it to the rooftops. Grab your sweeper and prepare to take out the Dust Herder ahead before it hits you with trash projectiles.

Rewind to reassemble the bridge over the first canal and cross over to defeat two green Chronoblobs on the other side. Then, jump on the jump switch by the stairway to open the door to the square with the goal gate.
How are you supposed to reach that medal? No trash in the level is tall enough to boost you up there.

Run down the stairs and take on the yellow Chronoblob in the square on the ground floor. This time monster is a stronger version of the green-colored Chronoblob and takes two hits with normal pieces of trash to defeat.

The yellow Chronoblob is the last time monster you have to defeat in this level. Run through the door you opened with the jump switch and follow the passage to the terrace with the glowing goal gate.

Red Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

As you walk down the first real canal (as opposed to the water feature in the opening plaza) to your meeting with the Keropper, look to your right as you pass under a bridge. You see an opening to a short tunnel strewn with trash. Venture inside, sweep up the trash, and you find a Red Medal.
Silver Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Freeze Sweeper

The final two medals in Stage 2-1 require the use of the Freeze Sweeper. This item can be purchased from the Shop in Stage 6, and allows you to sweep up small pools of water. The Silver Medal is in a hidden room beneath the short bridge to the goal gate.

Look in the water to the left of the bridge to find an underwater grate. Use the Freeze Sweeper to drain the water and open the grate. Jump in. You’re in an underground room, and the Silver Medal lies in a treasure box there.

Gold Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Freeze Sweeper

Perhaps you already spotted the Gold Medal on the corner of a rooftop when you crossed the crumbling bridge midway through Stage 2-1. But how to get to it? Another of those underwater grates is the answer to your question. You can find it in the level near the Keropper’s corner.

Dispatch this enemy, then look in a small pool in the northeast corner of the platform. Sweep away a shallow covering of water with the Freeze Sweeper, and the grate at the bottom of the pool opens, revealing the entrance to a tunnel beneath the city.

Follow the tunnel, past the swinging axe, around a corner to a ladder. Climb the ladder to the top of the tower, then out the opening to grab the Gold Medal.
Stage 2-2 features a more complex layout and more treasure for you to find. This stage also introduces the treasure roulette machine. When you hit the target with a piece of trash, you win the item the wheel stops on. The booby prize is a load of active bombs.

You can win lots of gold crystals and time crystals, making this machine worth a look.

As always, sweep up the trash you find near the start gate. A green Chronoblob and a Spiker await you across the bridge. Arm yourself before you meet them. Take out the Chronoblob as you cross the bridge. Then turn to your right and take out the Spiker hopping around under the arch before he sees you and bristles.

Now restock your sweeper and collect some time crystals lying around. Have at least one Rewind and one Pause in your Time Control Holders.

The bridge across the midsection of the canal breaks apart as you attempt to cross it. Use a Rewind to put it back together, then walk over to the jump switch on the other side.

You find the treasure roulette machine near the end of the level.

Three pause crystals lie on this wooden dock below the bridge.

Watch out for this scoundrel as he peeks out from a hole by your feet. Hit him with a piece of trash to make him go away.
If you fall into the canal (not a bad thing if you want to get the Blue Medal), use this ladder to climb back to the main path.

As you walk into the room, prepare your sweeper and take out the two Octoballoons floating around inside before they start shooting trash at you. A green Chronoblob waits for you on the ramp leading out of this room.

The water in the third part of the canal is rough and choppy. This makes it difficult for you to jump from boat to boat to the alcove on the other side. Use a Pause or a Slow to make life easier.

A single bomb will wipe out this time monster. If he won’t eat one, try hitting his backside twice with trash.

Climb up the stairs to the main level, clambering over the rubble from a bridge. Explore the ruined bridge with a Rewind or two, or continue your quest by finding the jump switch on the second story of the platform ahead.

Hop on the jump switch to open a door on the other side of some boxes and barrels. Grab the gold crystals on top of the crates as you climb over them, then pass through the door to the room beyond.

You need a Level 3 Sweeper to move this 16T Weight.

Take a bomb along as you leave this room to face the choppy water in the canal ahead.

A Keropper waits in the alcove on the canal’s other side. Fortunately, there are bombs in this area. Sweep them up and feed them to your gluttonous foe.

Use a Rewind to reassemble this narrow bridge. Stand on a piece of the rubble when you activate the time control. Remember to explore both sides of the bridge.
Jump on the second jump switch to open a door to the final section of the level. Blinx can easily double-jump the stream to get to the door.

You must defeat three more monsters before the goal gate opens. The first is a green Chronoblob on the other side of the golden door. Around the corner to the right is a second monster, a yellow Chronoblob.

The second jump switch is located up a flight of stairs. You have to jump over the barrels rolling down the stairs to reach it.

The final monster is the Dust Herder by the stairs on the other side of the stream. Be careful when you approach him lest he sock you with some garbage before you’re in position to shoot. Then grab his ball and run the few short steps to the goal gate.

**Red Cat Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

This medal is located near the start of the stage, but you can’t get it until you reach the goal gate at the end of the stage. From there, look across the canal to the rooftops. You see a Red Medal shining on top of the crates above the first jump switch. Walk over the arch and rooftops to the medal.

**Blue Cat Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS:** Level 2 Sweeper or higher

To reach the Blue Medal, sweep up a large piece of trash blocking the entrance to a pipe near the midsection of the canal. You can see the opening of this pipe from the crumbling bridge across from the first jump switch. It’s a large piece of trash, so you need at least a Level 2 Sweeper to sweep it up. Once inside, you find the Blue Medal safely locked in a treasure chest. Shoot a piece of trash at the chest to pop open the lock.
**Silver Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS**: Rewind

The Silver Medal is on a balcony above the square where you meet your first Keroppar. To reach it, you need a Rewind to reassemble the broken bridge lying in pieces on the stairway to the left of the square. Stand on one of the pieces as the bridge is rebuilt or you miss your chance to ride to the top. Once there, you can easily jump to the balcony and grab the Retry heart-wreathed medal.

**Gold Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS**: Rewind or Level 3 Sweeper

The easy way to get this medal involves using the Level 3 Sweeper to move the 16T Weight that blocks the entrance to its secret room. Another way lets you reach this medal much earlier in the game.

Use the same broken bridge that you reassembled with a Rewind to get the Silver Medal, cross back over the canal and hop down to a platform in front of a door to the right of the bridge.

Enter the room. The Gold Medal rests on a small dais in a little fountain full of gold crystals and Rewind crystals.

---

**Stage 2-3**

- **Difficulty**: ★★
- **Secrets**: ★★★★
- **Time monsters**: 9

---

**List of Time Crystals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 5</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 6</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 7</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 8</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 9</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 10</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 11</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 12</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 13</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medal 1</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medal 2</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medal 3</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medal 4</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stage 2-3 seems to go on forever until you get a feel for the level’s layout. If you make it to the goal within the 10-minute time limit on your first try, you are doing really well. If not, don't worry. It’s to be expected.

Grab some garbage and make your way down the canal, using the bobbing boats to hop from alcove to alcove along the waterfront. Don’t miss the green Chronoblob in the second alcove on the right side of the canal.

At the end of the canal, cut across and head back down the other side to the ramp at the end. Run up it to the rooftops and shoot the target to open a door around the corner to your right.

Go through the door and prepare for another battle before you reach the staircase at the end of the path. To your right, two Chronoblobs stand ready to prevent you from leaving the rooftops.

Defeat the two Chronoblobs, then head down the stairs into the canal area on the ground level. The water runs fast, so don’t fall in. Step on the jump switch in front of the closed golden door to release the drawbridge over the canal.
Three monsters await you on the other side of the canal. If you think they might be too much for you, use a Slow or Pause before you cross over.

Follow a passage up to the second floor and out onto another bridge over the canal. A second Spiker lurks up there, so be prepared to fight.

Take out the Spiker and the two Octoballoons as you cross over the canal. Then step on the second jump switch by the wall to the left. Head back across the bridge and enter the building through the golden door, which is now open.

From the bridge you get a better feel for your immediate surroundings. Two more monsters lie ahead before the goal gate opens.

On the right side of the bridge you find a narrow set of stairs leading back to the ground floor. As you round the corner, one of the Benito Brothers emerges from a hole in the ground on his airbike. Hurry if you want to grab the gold crystals on the ground around him.

You have to be quick (and well supplied with ammo) if you want to get all that gold before the Benito Brother gets it.

If you have a Level 2 Sweeper, use the larger pieces of garbage in this square.

Defeat the Dust Herder by the waterfall before taking a series of ramps up to the rooftops. If you have the time, consider playing the treasure roulette before you go.
The final monster, a Keropper, lurks on the balcony on the top floor. Look for the bombs lying by the barrels and feed one to the hungry frog. Then hop over to the warmly glowing goal gate.

Three medals are hidden in this square. Can you figure out where?

Don’t forget to gather the gold crystals while you have the time. On the balcony on the other side of the goal gate you find three large crystals.

Red Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Pause or Slow

The Red Medal is one of four hidden medals in the last part of Stage 2-3. Use a Slow or a Pause to slow down the rapid water so you can walk up the river to a room under the second-story balcony that you cross on your way to the goal gate.

Swing the camera slowly, and you can see this entrance from the riverbank, near the door leading up to the bridge.

Blue Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper

This medal is secured in a treasure chest in a room barricaded by a 16T Weight. The room is beneath the ramps that lead to the rooftops and goal gate at the end of the stage. To move this large, heavy weight, you must have a Level 3 Sweeper.

After you sweep away the barricade, shoot the chest with a piece of trash to open it and release the medal.
Silver Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Freeze Sweeper

This medal is also hidden in the square near the end of the stage. To get to this one, open the grate at the bottom of the shallow pond in the back corner of the square, near the ramp that leads to the upper level and rooftops. Use the Freeze Sweeper to drain the pond, then jump down through the open grate and grab the Silver Medal from the subterranean room.

Gold Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Pause or Slow

This medal lies beneath the bridge in front of the waterfall near the end of the level. This bridge is guarded well by a Dust Herder. Defeat this enemy before you try to get the medal. Use a time control (either Pause or Slow) to slow the flow of the river water. Then hop in and duck under the bridge to collect the medal.

If you don’t use a time control, you can get the medal by hopping into the water on the waterfall side of the bridge and grabbing the medal as the current drags you past it.

▲ Stage 2 Boss: Kerogon

**Difficulty:** ★★  **HP:** 3
The Kerogon, a nasty-tempered, Boss-sized version of the Keropper, is the Boss of the Déjà Vu Canals. He can be intimidating unless you have a lot of Pause and Slow time controls to slow him down a bit.

If you feed him trash, he grows big and slow and then you can race behind him and shoot him in the rear end. That sounds easier than it actually is.

The Kerogon is a larger version of the Keropper. Unfortunately, he is also more aggressive and difficult to defeat.

The Kerogon is surprisingly agile for his size. He also spits up the trash you feed him seconds after swallowing it. That’s great if you need to reload your sweeper, but a slender Kerogon is a fast beast and hard to hit.

That’s where the Slow and Pause time controls come into play. Feed him trash from the relative safety of the three raised platforms surrounding the Kerogon’s pond. When he’s full and a little lethargic, activate a time control. Then rush around behind him and shoot at his vulnerable backside.

The Kerogon also has a fierce tackling attack that is hard to dodge. If you stand on one of the three raised areas around the pond, he cannot reach you. He tries to keep you on that platform, however, and makes it difficult for you to leave and race for another one.

The Kerogon charges up his tackle attack. Watch out!
Stage 3: Hourglass Caves

The Hourglass Caves are strangely lit caverns filled with Octoballoons, Dust Herders, and the mysterious Molegon. Here are new types of garbage, as well as rivers of sand and shallow pools that you can sweep up with the TS-2000 Aladdin Sweeper.

This Level 1 Sweeper sweeps up sand to reveal treasures underneath. Sometimes you uncover gold or time crystals, but be careful! At other times, lighted bombs spring up when you finish sweeping up the sand.

The first stage in the Hourglass Caves is easy to navigate after you get used to the monster door introduced here and the new monster: the Molegon. The next two levels build on what you learn here.

When the start gate disappears, sweep up all the trash in the foyer. Head through the door and down the hill.

When you enter the main cave chamber, a gate shuts behind you, sealing you in the room until you defeat all three time monsters here. A door on the left side of the room—engraved with “M”—opens. These monster doors open only after you defeat all the monsters in the room. Doors without an “M” open the usual way, with switches.
Watch out for the blue Octoballoon to the right as you enter the main chamber. He sneaks up on you.

To open these doors, you must defeat the monsters in the room.

In this room you meet the Molegon, a cross between a mole and a gar fish. These creatures swim beneath the ground, surfacing to look for prey or attack. You can tell where they are by the dust cloud that follows them.

Lure them to the surface by standing still until one starts to surface beneath your feet. Jump or step out of the way and fire at the beast with your sweeper. It takes two hits to defeat these monsters.

Sweep up these coral-covered rocks as if they were trash—which they are. Don't let their looks deceive you. These rocks are worthless as an exchange for gold. This is the large version of the three types of coral-covered rocks in the caves.

To get to the treasure inside, shoot a piece of trash at the lock.

After you defeat the two Octobaloons and the green Dust Herder (a more advanced version of the common blue Dust Herder), sweep up some more trash (especially large pieces of trash if you are carrying a Level 2 Sweeper) and head into the room you just opened.

In this room you meet the Molegon, a cross between a mole and a gar fish. These creatures swim beneath the ground, surfacing to look for prey or attack. You can tell where they are by the dust cloud that follows them.

Lure them to the surface by standing still until one starts to surface beneath your feet. Jump or step out of the way and fire at the beast with your sweeper. It takes two hits to defeat these monsters.

Hop down from the ledge and race across the main chamber and through the door. This room has a large sand river flowing down the left side. To get to the goal gate, you have to cross the river. Take out two yellow Chronoblobs on the riverbank first.

After you defeat the three monsters in this room, follow the ramp along the side of the room to a jump switch at top. Jumping on this switch opens the second door in the main chamber. You can see it open from your perch.

Note the location of this gigantic weight for later reference.

To open these doors, you must defeat the monsters in the room.
These two time monsters appear out of nowhere as Blinx stands transfixed by the sight of the sand river.

Jump from trampoline to trampoline, then ride the floating blocks to the riverbank farther downstream to the right. Defeat the two Octoballoons guarding the river.

The game has two types of cloud-covered blocks. Moving ones, like those in this stage, are steady. The stationary or spinning blocks tip and tilt when you stand on them.

If you fall into the river, use double-jumps to steady yourself against the strong current. This gives you enough time to either jump to the riverbank or onto one of the blocks.

Don’t sweep up these bombs before you defeat the Chronoblob. In such tight quarters, Blinx is likely to get caught in the blast.

After you defeat the enemies, find the goal gate. Head toward the waterfall at the back of the chamber and veer left. Climb up the steps carved in the stone wall; the gate glows at you from across a narrow stone bridge.

Defeat the yellow Chronoblob guarding the second part of the riverbank, then sweep up one or two of the bombs decorating the shore. You need these to defeat the final enemy of the stage, a hungry little Keropper.

Check out the ledge to the left of the goal gate before you exit the level.
**Red Medal**

*REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 Sweeper*

In the chamber behind the first door, a 16T Weight blocks a doorway. Use the Level 3 Sweeper to clear this obstacle and the Red Medal pops out.

---

**Silver Medal**

*REQUIREMENTS: None*

In the final room below the balcony holding the goal gate, there is a sand waterfall. Hop into the waterfall and let the current carry you beneath a dirt bridge and into the desert stream.

As the current sweeps you away, you run into the Silver Medal hidden beneath the bridge. You can also reach this medal by freezing the river with a Pause and walking underneath the bridge.

---

**Gold Medal**

*REQUIREMENTS: Trash or Rewind/Pause*

The Gold Medal is on a small ledge to the left of the goal gate. To reach it, shoot a tall piece of trash by the ledge and jump up or use a Pause or Rewind to turn the sand waterfall into a makeshift ladder and climb to the ledge.
The cave in this stage has three levels. When you clear one, you walk up a ramp or set of stairs to the next one. The goal gate is at the end of the third level. Purchase the sweeper add-on that allows you to carry 10 pieces of trash at a time before you attempt this level.

This level has many monsters, and they gather in groups. It’s hard to defeat them efficiently when you have to keep reloading.

The room with the start gate is behind a sand waterfall. Load your sweeper with the trash in the room, then walk through a sand wall to enter the cave proper.

As you slide down the waterfall, you see the red-and-pink balloon of a second-level Octoballoon. These monsters take two shots to defeat, so find a safe place to stand while you aim. On top of the group of rocks to the waterfall’s left is a good place.

Collecting larger pieces of trash to use as ammo allows you to defeat second-level time monsters faster than having to hit them twice with a smaller piece. Conserve time to properly explore these caves.

After you take out the red Octoballoon, proceed farther into the chamber and shoot down the two blue Octoballoons hovering above your head. The monster door springs open, giving you access to the second level.
Follow the ramp along the side of the sand river to its end. Jump across the stationary but shaky blocks to the door on the opposite side.

**STAGE 3: HOUR GLASS CAVES**

Inside the second-level chamber, three yellow Chronoblobs and a Dust Herder wait to pounce on you. With the sweeper add-on, you can take them all out without reloading. Before you jump on the jump switch and open the exit door: restock your Time Control Holders and sweep up more ammunition for the monsters guarding the river.

In the river room, you have two more Octoballoons to defeat before you can continue to the third and final level. Take both out from the riverbank.

Take the stairs out of the river room and into the final chamber. Trails of dust on the floor indicate the presence of two Molegons. A Dust Herder is on the platform to the left and a Keropper is ahead. Grab your sweeper and get ready for battle!

Sweep away this 16T Weight to open a shortcut to the third chamber. Watch out for the Dust Herder on the other side.

Primagames.com
You have to defeat the Keropper the old-fashioned way because there are no bombs in this stage. If you use larger pieces of garbage, you have an easier time hitting his vulnerable backside.

Run up the hill to the goal gate. Gold crystals are scattered around this area. Collect them before exiting.

**Red Medal**

- REQUIREMENTS: Level 2 Sweeper

At the bottom of the sand waterfall, ride from the start gate to the first chamber of the cave. You spot a group of large coral-covered rocks. Sweep them up (they make great ammunition); the Red Medal is tucked behind them.

**Silver Medal**

- REQUIREMENTS: Level 2 Sweeper

This medal is hidden like the Red Medal was. On the second level, look for coral-covered rocks at the end of the sand river, near the base of a stone staircase. Sweep them away to reveal a hidden Silver Medal.
Gold Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper

After you clear the second chamber of monsters, jump on the switch to open the exit door. To get to the Gold Medal, jump across the line of trampolines opposite the door to the 16T weight on the other side of the river. A small ledge to the weight’s left is wide enough for Blinx to stand on while he sweeps up the obstacle. The medal lies on the floor to the right of the alcove’s entrance.

### Stage 3-3

- **Difficulty:** ★★★
- **Time monsters:** 13
- **Secrets:**

In Stage 3-3, the difficulty level increases. Fill up your Retry Holders and gather Rewind and Pause time controls. You need help to clear this level within the time allowed.

Gather as much trash as you can before taking on the two yellow Chronoblobs and their Dust Herder companion across the sand river. Walk across the natural bridge. Take each monster on as you approach it.

**List of Time Crystals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Group 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medal 1</td>
<td>Medal 2</td>
<td>Medal 3</td>
<td>Hidden 1</td>
<td>Group 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 7</td>
<td>Group 8</td>
<td>Group 9</td>
<td>Group 10</td>
<td>Medal 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medal 2</td>
<td>Medal 3</td>
<td>Medal 3</td>
<td>Medal 2</td>
<td>Medal 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Take out all three time monsters on the riverbank from the bridge’s far end.**
Climbing the ramps to the top level of the main chamber is a challenge. You can do it several ways.

- Use the trampolines to propel you to the top of the chamber. From there, jump to the ledge midway up the opposite side. This is tricky and requires skill and daring.
- Use Rewind to reverse the sand flow on the ramps so you can ride them back and forth across the room to the same ledge. This is tricky, too, because you have to jump from ramp to ramp with perfect timing.
- Freeze the ramps with Pause and run across them to the ledge. This is the most straightforward solution, although it may take you two Pauses to make it to safety.

Before you head across the ramps, take out the Octoballoon guarding the first one.

The trampolines provide a lucrative way to make it to the top level.

Play it safe your first time through.

Before you head across the ramps, take out the Octoballoon guarding the first one.

Getting across the ramps was only the beginning of your trek to the upper level. You also have to get across the spinning blocks. You must combat dizziness and defeat the three Octoballoons trying to knock you into a sand trap. Use Pause to freeze the action if you need to.

Safety!

Use Pause to safely defeat the Octoballoons as you cross the blocks.

The red-and-purple Octoballoon takes two hits to defeat. You must defeat all three Octoballoons before you enter the first upper-level chamber. After you do, you cannot access the lower part of the course until you reach the goal gate.
When you enter the first upper-level chamber, a gate slams shut behind you. You can't re-enter the lower levels until you get to the goal gate.

Four aggressive time monsters inhabit this chamber. You have to defeat them before you can proceed through the monster door to the next room.

If you had a Level 3 Sweeper, you could sweep up this 16T Weight and open a passage to the lower levels. Of course, the Level 3 Sweeper isn't available until much later in the game....

This chamber has two pairs of monsters. Take out the first pair by the entrance. Refill your Sweeper before approaching the second pair.

The second chamber offers your first experience with a Record puzzle. Grab the green Record crystals on the steps leading to one of the room's two jump switches. Each switch controls a door leading to the goal gate. Stand on both switches at once to open both doors long enough to pass through.

Hop on the switch at the top of the stairs and activate the Record time control.

While in Record mode, hop down from the first switch, then run over and stand on the second one.

When the recording process is done, the tape automatically rewinds to the point where you first pressed Record. Now watch while a green ghost of Blinx re-enacts the recorded event, pressing the second switch while you remain on the first one.

Don't be so spellbound that you forget to run through the open doors as soon as your ghost activates the second switch.

When you enter this second chamber, watch out for the airbike-riding Benito Brother. The gold in this room draws him like a moth to a flame.

If you need bombs to feed the Keropper, look behind the goal gate.

A yellow Chronoblob awaits you at the entrance of the goal gate chamber. Dodge his body slams or defeat him, depending on the state of your ammunition. Then take out the Keropper in front of the goal gate.
From up here you can see the locations of two Cat Medals.

**Red Medal**
- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

This one is tough to find unless you fall down the right ramp into the rapidly flowing river. You find the Red Medal behind a sand waterfall in the northwest corner. Use Rewind or Pause to protect yourself from the current as you journey there.

**Silver Medal**
- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

To get to the Silver Medal, use the trampolines to reach the upper levels of the main chamber. The Silver Medal is floating above the final trampoline.

**Gold Medal**
- **REQUIREMENTS:** Pause, Slow, or Rewind

From the safety of the ledge at the other end of the ramp gauntlet, one ramp extends farther up the chamber than the others. Using a Pause, Slow, or Rewind, climb to the top of that ramp and find an alcove containing the Gold Medal and a few Retry hearts.
The Molesaur is an overgrown Molegon–bigger and faster, but vulnerable to the same tactics you used against the smaller version.

The only attack this Boss has is the standard Molegon stalk-and-bite attack. Stay out of reach of the Molesaur's mouth.

Attack the Molesaur by standing on one of the round stones around the battle arena. When the Molesaur swims up to swallow the stone (and you!), jump off and shoot the monster with trash. It takes three hits to defeat this Boss.

The yellow dust trail indicates the Molesaur's progression around the course. Don't lose sight of it or the Molesaur bites you!

Stand on a stone and wait for the Molesaur to attack. When it starts to swallow the stone, hop off and shoot the monster's snout with trash–there's plenty littering the battle arena.
Stage 4 introduces you to the Forgotten City, a mysterious place carved of rock and inhabited by a host of monsters. You meet the first of two super- hearty elemental monsters: the Water Spirit.

The Water Spirit looks like a blob of water, but it takes more than 10 pieces of trash to subdue it. Perhaps you should save up for that Flame Sweeper in the Shop.

The ground in Stage 4-1 is strewn with bombs. With few exceptions, the only trash you find in this labyrinthine city is bombs. Alter your attack strategies lest you get blown away by your own bombs.

You begin in a courtyard. Sweep up the bombs and head toward the door. Through the doorway, you see a line of bombs near where the time monsters are congregating. Shoot a bomb into the room, then back up. If your bomb lands right, it detonates all the bombs in the center of the room, taking out or damaging the time monsters. Another well-placed bomb or two finishes the job.
Your bombing gambit opens the "M" door (you can only open this door when all the room’s monsters are gone). The next chamber is home to a yellow Chronoblob. Dispose of him the same way. The room’s main feature is a seesaw that requires the use of a Record to operate.

Grab the green Record crystals to give yourself at least one Record time control. Stand on the edge of the seesaw marked with an “X.”

From the ledge, sweep up the two rows of bombs in front of you. Shoot a bomb at the two Spikers and the Octoballoon hovering by the door. When the field of bombs starts to explode, stand back against the wall.

Activate Record. Blinx hops to the other side of the seesaw (with the lighted green circle) and doublesjumps on the end until the Record runs out.

When the playback begins, the force of the ghost Blinx’s jumps sends you flying into the air and onto the ledge above.

After you defeat all three time monsters, sweep up the trashcan and shoot it at the target next to the door. The golden door opens, admitting you into the next room.

Removing the first two rows of bombs gives you ample space to protect yourself from the blast.

To save this trashcan for later use, shoot a bomb at the target with the same result. In Stage 4, you encounter targets that can only be triggered with bombs.

Follow the same tactics discussed earlier to clear the second rooftop room of the three monsters (a Chronoblob, Spiker, and Octoballoon). Sweep up the leftover bombs and time crystals, and jump on the jump switch to lower a drawbridge.

Shoot a bomb between the bomb rows on the ground for maximum destruction.

Use a Rewind or Pause to safely cross the stone path. On the other end, you encounter a red Keropper. Feed it a couple of bombs and it disappears.

Removing the first two rows of bombs gives you ample space to protect yourself from the blast.
When you start to cross the drawbridge, the walkway stones crumble. To keep the bridge together, activate a Rewind when you start to cross.

The balloon carries you to a narrow bridge covered in bombs. Sweep up as many as possible, then walk across the bridge to the brightly colored gate at the end. One of two new monsters makes an appearance: a Gatekeeper.

Near the gate, a brightly colored spirit flies out of the gate and hovers around you. It won’t attack unless you get too close, but it flies around until you either defeat it or leave. Two shots are enough. The spirit returns to the gate, and the gate disappears.

Get the Gatekeeper out of your way, then take on the Water Spirit. Use the rows of bombs on the platform to your advantage. The Water Spirit has a lot of hit points, and he also has two forms. The first form takes about 10 shots to defeat. The second form requires a single shot.

After you defeat the Water Spirit and the red Keropper, deal with the final monster: the Dust Herder, on the steps leading up to the goal gate. Take him out with a piece of trash, then rush up the stairs to the goal gate.
**Red Medal**

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

The Red Medal floats on the surface of the pond beneath the narrow bridge where you meet the Gatekeeper and the Water Spirit.

---

**Blue Medal**

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

Before you ride the balloon to the other side of the level, explore the room below the ledge. In a corner opposite the ledge where the red Kerroper lives is the Blue Medal.

---

**Silver Medal**

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

Look at the tree as you rush across the crumbling stone pathway between the second-story ledges; the Silver Medal is in the tree's branches. You can't reach it, however, until you rush up to the goal gate.

---

**Gold Medal**

**REQUIREMENTS:** Level 2 Sweeper or higher

Ride the balloon to the narrow bridge near the level's end, jump off the bridge, and use a Level 2 Sweeper or higher to clear away a large piece of trash blocking the entrance to the corridor. Climb the stairs inside. At the end, you find a Gold Medal.

---
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Stage 4-2 is a large level filled with many time monsters. If you reach the end with time to spare in your first visit, count yourself fortunate. You have to efficiently balance many obstacles and puzzles with defeating monsters.

When the start gate disappears, start sweeping up trash. Head into the first canyon to take on the Dust Herders and Chronoblobs.

After you defeat the two Dust Herders, look for two Chronoblobs roaming around the canyon floor. Defeat them, then sweep up two bombs in a small pool by the steps leading out.

If you can get the treasure roulette to drop bombs on the Dust Herders below, your job is much easier.

If not, shoot bigger pieces of garbage at them so they drop in a single shot!
Climb the rock steps to a long, narrow bridge. Fire one of your bombs at a special target switch, then enter the first of three jail-like chambers between the two canyons.

**Use the Bombs on the Special Bomb Switch at the Top of the Steps. Stand back and fire at it. A door opens at the end of the bridge. Save the second bomb for the red Keropper inside the room.**

Defeat the red Keropper in the first cell, then load up your sweeper with any leftover trash and head into the next room. The four trash-shooting enemies in this chamber can be difficult, so use a Pause or Slow to make the action more manageable.

**To open the door to the third chamber, you must defeat all four of the monsters here.**

**Keep your sweeper as full as possible throughout this stage. This is especially important in these chambers, where gates close as you move from room to room, don’t get separated from your prey.**

The final room is home to another red Keropper, a Spiker, and a Gatekeeper. If you saved the bomb from the middle chamber, feed it to the Keropper. Keep the Spiker at bay while you grab another bomb from behind two barrels in the third chamber. Use it to defeat the Keropper.

Next, focus on the Spiker. Take out the Gatekeeper last.

**The Spiker makes life tough in this tiny space. Lure it into the middle chamber. Don’t lose sight of it until you deflate it for good!**

**Save two pieces of trash for the Gatekeeper.**

**Use a Pause, Slow, or Rewind to steady the wedges as you cross to the tree trunk.**

Your next objective is the jump switch on top of the tree trunk in the middle of the canyon. Use the wedge-shaped platforms between you and the trunk to get there.

Be quick, though, because the slightest weight makes the platforms tumble over!

Activate the jump switch, then hop down from the tree trunk. Rescue as many gold crystals as possible from the airbike-riding Benito Brother who appears from nowhere. Watch out for the high-flying Octoballoon in the corner, too!
At this point, you're likely running out of time. The final room is the toughest to quickly clear. Save as much time as possible early on to give yourself a buffer at the end.

Exit the second cavern and run up the stone steps to the final chamber. As you pass through the doorway, activate a Pause before the two Spikers inside can react to your presence.

Dodge the Spikers' attacks while avoiding the Water Spirit that dwells in this chamber. Each Spiker has three hit points, so this game of dodge-Spiker can go on for a while.

Set aside a couple of Pauses for this room. Activate the first one when you enter to attack the frozen Spikers and sweep up a couple of large trash pieces. When the Pause runs out, let the Spikers go through another attack round, then Pause again when they return to their vulnerable form.

Shoot each Spiker with a big piece of trash to do it in, then use the rest of the time to fill up your sweeper with trash.

Defeat the Water Spirit with the rest of the trash, then head for the newly opened goal gate.

Use the big pieces of trash in this room to take out the Spikers in two shots instead of three. That leaves you more time to concentrate on the Water Spirit.

If you run out of trash, there's more in the small canyon behind the goal gate. Check it out if you have time.

Red Medal

Requirements: Level 2 Sweeper or higher

After you defend that horde of gold from the greedy hands of a Benito Brother, check out the trash-filled hole in the stone wall nearby. Use a Level 2 Sweeper or stronger to sweep the trash up then duck inside the cave to grab the treasure.

Blue Medal

Requirements: None

If time permits, check the area behind the goal gate. A small pit holds the Blue Medal, among other things.
Stage 4-3 (the final Stage 4 platform level) is the largest yet, and it's easy to get lost. Consider carrying a couple extra Fast-Forwards in case you need to quickly get from one section to another.

The start of the level is reminiscent of Stage 4-1. Grab a couple of bombs, then use them to detonate other bombs lying around in the chamber. Defeating all four time monsters in this room opens the "M" door. Stepping on a jump switch inside the room uncovers a trampoline by the start gate.
Entering the chamber closes the entrance gate, sealing you inside until you defeat all the time monsters here.

The trampoline uncovered by the jump switch propels Blinx to the platforms high above the level's start point.

Jump from trampoline to trampoline until you reach a small ledge carved in the tree trunk.

From here, you can either explore the area around the floating blocks, or you can use the fourth and final trampoline to propel you to the top of the tree trunk.

Bounce twice before landing. The Dust Herder guard discharges his attack before you land.

From the top of the tree, you get a good feel for the rest of the level and the trials ahead.

The balloon drops you off at the beginning of a path that spirals around a mountain. Before you can climb it, you must defeat a Water Spirit blocking your way. Good thing there's lots of trash around!

Head back outside and jump on the trampoline. This is the first in a line of three trampolines that send you to the next part of the level, high in the sky.

Use the fourth trampoline to jump to a platform at the top of the tree trunk. Defeat a Dust Herder there, then use the balloon to float over to the main structure in the center of the level. Hold on tight as you float across, or you have to repeat the climb.
Defeat the Water Spirit, then start up the path. Take out any time monsters you meet.

As you pass the rolling barrels, you reach a platform that houses two red Keroppers. You find a couple of bombs in a gap in the road, but not enough to defeat both monsters.

Feed each Keropper a single bomb, then finish them off with trash projectiles.

Beyond the two Keroppers lies a second Water Spirit. An abundance of trash allows you to defeat him with ease.

The last two time monsters are an Octoballoon and a simple Dust Herder. Defeat them, then use a Fast-Forward to speed your way to the goal gate at the mountain’s peak.

Don’t let the Water Spirit back you into a corner and off the path. Leave yourself room to evade the beast’s approach.

Octoballoons guard the path to the top of the mountain. Stock up on trash whenever you find it.

Cross the gap via the wedge-shaped platforms to collect Retry hearts. If you fall off, there are steps at the end so you can climb back onto the main path.

Avoid the explosive barrels rolling down the mountain!

Plentiful and big pieces of trash make defeating the Water Spirit easy.
Red Medal

REQUIREMENTS: None

Between the last Retry heart and the first Pause crystal on top of the wedge-shaped platforms halfway up the mountain path, you find a small niche in the rock that houses the Red Medal.

Blue Medal

REQUIREMENTS: None

If you didn’t use the fourth trampoline to reach the top of the tree trunk, you can grab a Blue Medal at the end of the section of nearby floating blocks.

Silver Medal

REQUIREMENTS: None

Up for an adventure? Start Stage 4-3 with a couple of Fast-Forwards and use one to explore the ruins on the opposite side of the entrance courtyard. Ignore the arrow signs around the back of the tree trunk and you end up in a recessed area full of gold crystals and the Silver Medal. Use the second Fast-Forward to quickly return you to the start.

Gold Medal

REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 Sweeper

The final medal is at the base of the mountain opposite the entrance. To get there, jump off the mountain from the series of wedge-shaped platforms by the Red Medal, turn around to face the mountain.

You find a secret room hidden behind a 16T Weight. The Gold Medal is inside. To get back to the main path around the mountain, look for a series of trampolines on both the left and right sides of the secret room.
**Stage 4 Boss: Dust King**

Difficulty: ★★    HP: 5

The Dust King is the father of all Dust Herders! This battle is a more intense version of the Stage 1 Boss Battle. The Dust King throws trash at you at the battle’s start. He pursues you relentlessly around the floating, multilevel platform and later tries to tackle you.

The Dust King is a massive enemy. The larger he gets, the faster and more agile he becomes.

To defeat the Dust King, shoot him when he stops chasing you and starts looking around. That’s the only time he’s vulnerable. When you see him pause, get within range and fire some trash.

**At the battle’s start, the Dust King just shoots trash at you.**

**The more damage you inflict on him, the angrier he gets and the harder he tries to smash you flat with his tackle attack. You know where he’s going to jump next, because the tile turns bright red.**

**You may have to use time controls like Slow and Pause to give yourself some breathing space when the Dust King’s chase gets frantic.**

**When the Dust King stops to survey the battlefield, attack!**
The Temple of Lost Time’s ancient buildings make you feel like an adventurer in an Indiana Jones film. In addition to the usual cast of time monsters, you encounter spike pits, swinging axes, and giant rolling boulders. Grab some Pause time crystals, refill your Retry Holders, and get ready to explore.

This first and easiest of three game stages introduces most of the conventions used in the Temple stages. Stage 5-1 also introduces you to the Golem, a creature that assembles itself from pieces of machinery on the ground when it senses an enemy nearby.

If you’re quick, you can sweep up some pieces before the Golem uses them. This makes the monster weaker, and the pieces are worth 100 gold each at the trash exchange at the end of the level.

From the start gate, pick up all the trash and head down the ramp marked by two gold crystals. When you reach the bottom, shoot the yellow Chronoblob before he body-slams you.
From there, head down the corridor to defeat a Molegon and a Spiker roaming the opposite end. Step on a jump switch to activate the sliding panels overhead.

Head up a nearby ramp and jump over a spike pit, using the sliding panels. Step on a second jump switch near the swinging axe door to start the machinery for the panels on the opposite wall.

Use a Pause time crystal to freeze the swinging-axe door in the open position, or time your jump so you don’t get hit by the axe.

Head down the walkway on the second level, taking care to avoid the barrels rolling down the path. If you touch an explosive one, it detonates immediately.

Use Pause to freeze the two swinging-axe doors and the sliding panels between them so you can cross easily.

Next, cross two blocks that move vertically and enter the chamber at the end of the ramp. Again, watch the barrels rolling down the ramp—especially the ones with lighted fuses.

As you enter the chamber, the gate behind you slams shut, sealing you in a room with three Octoballoons. To open the exit door, you must defeat all three monsters. Before leaving the room, reload by sweeping up trash from the floor and staircase.

Swinging-axe doors are common in the Temple of Lost Time. This gate’s slow tempo makes it easy to jump through. Others swing much faster. You need a time control to pass through them.

Use a Slow or Pause time crystals to make it easier to pass over them, if you wish.

The Temple of Lost Time stages are full of sliding panels. Use a Slow or Pause time crystals to make it easier to pass over them, if you wish.

You don’t have to use a Pause time crystal to cross this line of panels and axe doors, but it helps!

The first of these vertically moving blocks is very close to the second axe door. If you don’t see it when you cross through the axe door, take a leap of faith. You’re rewarded.

The turquoise Octoballoons take a single shot to defeat. The red-and-pink one requires two.
As before, a gate slams shut behind you when you enter the room, sealing you in with a third group of time monsters. Defeat all four monsters, then head into the next room through another swinging-axe door.

Among the monsters here is the Golem. Weaken him by stealing his body parts before he can assemble himself.

The combination of monsters in this chamber is only a harbinger of the two later stages. The Temple of Lost Time is famous for large groups of monsters in small, enclosed spaces.

After defeating these time monsters, head outdoors to the ledge along the third level of the temple. Careful! Sections of walkway crumble as you cross.

Grab the treasure from the treasure chest and activate a Pause or Rewind time crystal before jumping over the chest onto a crumbling piece of walkway. While the tile remains whole, jump to the vertically moving block, then up a ramp to the goal gate.

The red-and-pink Octoballoon is the last monster in the stage. Defeat it, and the goal gate opens.

The Silver Medal floats in the air opposite the Red Medal. To get this medal, activate Pause or Rewind on the crumbling tile next to the ramp that leads to the goal gate. Stand on the ramp’s edge to sweep up the Silver Medal.
Stage 5-2 takes place in a three-story atrium built around a spike pit. Two columns, flanked by vertically moving blocks, rest at a slight incline in the north and south ends, where the action takes place.

If you miss your landing on a block or fall through one of the platforms of crumbling stone suspended in front of them, you fall down the column and into the spike pit. Be careful where you walk and jump as you explore this building.

You start in the basement area. Sweep up 10 pieces of trash, then step on a button near a bridge to set the blocks in motion.
Walk across the bridge, taking care to dodge the rolling barrels, especially the exploding ones. At the end of the bridge, defeat the Molegon before continuing up the ramp.

At the top of the ramp, use Pause to help you cross over the gap on the two blocks between the swinging-axe doors.

Cross to a crowded platform in the southeast corner of the atrium, using the vertically moving blocks on the south wall. From the second block, start firing upon the group of time monsters that guards the platform.

After defeating the four time monsters on this platform, head south into the temple. Use Pause to freeze the axe door in the open position. Run through the hallway, through a second axe door, and into a chamber with a second group of time monsters.

Defeat the three monsters guarding this chamber; then check out the two floor switches. One glance should tell you that you’re looking at a Record puzzle. If you don’t have a Record, create one from the green Record crystals on the floor.
Station Blinx on the switch farthest from the double doors at the exit. Then record him running across the room and standing on the second switch. When the recording starts playing, dash across the room through both open doors.

Move quickly to the first block. The door threatens to push you off the platform as it closes.

If you time your attacks well, you can shoot each monster before it shoots trash at you.

Take out the Dust Herder first before it knocks you out by hurling trash from the sidelines.

Hop across a gap between the two spinning and moving blocks to the next chamber, where you confront a third group of time monsters.

You're trapped in the room until you defeat all four monsters. Then the "M" door opens, allowing you to cross over the vertically moving blocks on the north wall of the atrium.

The final group of time monsters awaits on the northeast platform. This group has a Chronoblob, a Spiker, a Dust Herder, and a Golem. Activating a Pause time crystal as soon as you hit the platform gives you a chance to sweep up some Golem parts and even get a few licks in on the other monsters.

After defeating this final group of monsters, run up the ramp, past the Dust Herder's remains, to the goal gate on the third level of the temple.
Red Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper

This medal is among the hardest in the game to get. When you enter the chamber with the Record Puzzle, look for the crumbling floor tile by the swinging-axe door at the entrance. If you stepped on it when you entered the room, it probably has given way. If not, step on it. Stand on the edge of the gap where the tile used to be and sweep up the medal from the chute underneath.

Silver Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Rewind

After you defeat the final group of time monsters, look over the side of the bridge. The Silver Medal hangs in the air. Jump from the bridge to a ramp between the first and second floor, grabbing the medal on the way down. To get back to the goal gate, Rewind and take a barrel back to the top floor.

Gold Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** Pause and Rewind

The Gold Medal floats above a statue in a chamber behind a spiky door on the platform where you encountered the first large group of time monsters. After defeating all the monsters, use Pause to freeze the door in the open position.

Follow a corridor into the chamber, where you find the crumbling statue. Stand on one of the pieces and use Rewind to reassemble the statue. Jump from the top and grab the floating Gold Medal.
The final stage in the Temple of Lost Time is the largest and most confusing. This temple has two wings, east and west. The west wing has three basic levels: the basement where you start, a main level, and a second floor that drops into place when you step on a jump switch.

The east wing is a half-level higher than the west wing and also features a basement, a main level, and a second story where you find the goal gate. From start to end, the path takes you through the west wing's three levels first, then through all three levels of the east wing.

You start in the basement of the west wing. Sweep up as much garbage as you can carry and head up the ramp into the main room.

Step on a jump switch to the left of the ramp, which activates machinery that drops the second floor into place. Jump to the large columns in the middle of a spike pit and follow them down to the basement.

The first group of time monsters waits in the main room of the basement. As the Golem starts reconstructing his body, get one shot off at the two Spikers and the Molegon. Finish them off, then work on defeating the Golem.

Before you head back up the ramp to the main floor, step on the jump button in the far basement corner. The columns in the center of the spike pit start to move. You must do this to make it across the pit to the rooms on the other side.

The defining characteristic of this stage is large monster groups. If you're having trouble defeating four or more monsters at one time, slow down the action with time controls.
Ignore the spiked door and head right to a hallway that leads you into the same room. This way may not be faster, but it saves you a Pause. The door shuts behind you, sealing you in the room with a second group of time monsters.

Once you've defeated these four time monsters, the "M" door opens. Walk up a ramp to the west wing's second floor. Defeat the Dust Herder and Octoballoon standing guard before you, then head down a ramp in the center to the entrance of the east wing.

Upon entering the east wing of the temple, you're confronted by a third group of time monsters. This quartet has two Octoballoons, a Molegon, and a Golem. Defeat them and collect time crystals and trash before stepping on the switch in the center of the platform.

Stepping on the switch activates sliding panels in the walls. These lead you to a chamber on the main level of the east wing.

By now, the sight of four tough monsters shouldn't fill you with dread.

The entrance to the east wing of the temple lies at the end of this ramp.

Jump over the giant ball as it rolls down the chute.

The falling statue is a red herring. If you reassemble it with a Rewind, all you find is a bunch of blue Pause crystals. If you need Pause time controls, sacrifice a Rewind to get these crystals. If not, pass it by.

Watch out for the sneaky Dust Herder by the "M" door. He hides behind the three Octoballoons and shoots trash at you.
At the end of the first set of sliding panels, enter the door to the right and take out the Octoballoon and Spiker you find inside. Step on the switch to activate the sliding panels that take you to the second floor and the goal gate.

Don't forget to step on this switch in your search for time monsters and treasure.

The final stretch before the top floor features two swinging-axe doors flanking a couple of floating blocks. Use a Pause to get you through the first doorway and onto the first block. When the first Pause runs out, jump to the second block. Activate another Pause when that block approaches the last doorway.

When the first block is closest to the first doorway, the second block is too far away to jump to safely. Wait until the Pause runs out before attempting to move from one block to the next.

The final monster, a Spiker, lies in wait around the bend in the stairwell. When you defeat him, the goal gate opens. You can exit this level.

If you still aren't secure traveling on these sliding panels, use Slow or Pause to boost your confidence.
**Red Medal**  
**REQUIREMENTS:** None

As you walk up the ramp from the first floor to the lowered platform that makes up the second floor, look at the railing to your left. You see the Red Medal floating there. Jump onto the railing and sweep it up.

**Silver Medal**  
**REQUIREMENTS:** None

The Silver Medal is hidden in an alcove at the end of the first wall of sliding platforms that lead to the goal gate on the roof. Use your sweeper to get it before continuing on your way.

**Gold Medal**  
**REQUIREMENTS:** Two Pauses

The Gold Medal lies in a hidden room off the chamber with the last group of time monsters. Use a Pause to freeze the spiked door in the open position and claim the Gold Medal inside. You need a second Pause to exit the room safely.
The Juggernaut is the big brother of the Golem. He is the last of the straightforward Bosses, so relish this battle while it lasts.

The Juggernaut uses two basic attacks in sequence. First he forms himself into a ball and rolls across the battlefield at you. When he rolls off the platform on the other side, he springs into the air and hovers over the far end of the battlefield.

In the second part of the attack, he is vulnerable. He resumes his normal form and lands on the floor. When you hit him with a piece of trash, he calls three small balls to join him in battle.

If you hesitate, the Juggernaut still calls his buddies, then jumps around the arena trying to land on you. Shoot the small balls before they hit you or before they join him as he rolls up and starts the spinning ball attack again.

You find renewable trash sources in both the northwest and southeast corners of the battlefield and plenty of Pause and Slow time crystals in the northeast corner. Pause and Slow are your greatest allies in this battle, because they buy you enough time to restock your time crystals and reload your sweeper.

Keep at least four pieces of trash in your sweeper to attack the Juggernaut and his friends before they get you.
Stage 6: Mine of Precious Moments

The Mine of Precious Moments consists of several abandoned mines outfitted with rail cars and tracks. They also contain lots of precious metal. The Combustasaur, the fire equivalent of the Water Spirit, makes its appearance in this stage.

Pay attention to your surroundings, and try to get the big picture as soon as you can.

Stage 6-1 acquaints you with the mine environment. It has plenty of challenges and tons of gold.

The stage starts with a new monster: the flaming Combustasaur. Like the Water Spirit, it has two forms that you must battle separately. The first takes 10 hits to defeat; the second takes a single hit.

This monster lobs fireballs, making it almost impossible to pelt him with trash safely, even at a distance.
You can activate the train switch only once. If you hit the switch before you explore the left side of the track, you must restart the level or wait for another visit.

Position Blinx on the crosshair side of the seesaw, then record him jumping on the side with the Record symbol. When the recording rewinds and plays, ghost Blinx sends live Blinx flying to the ledge above.

Before you can continue up the mountain, you must defeat all the monsters on the ledge. Defeat the two Chronoblobs and the Dust Herder, then take on the Gatekeeper blocking the steps that lead to the mine’s top floor.

On the top floor you find two big circles of gold crystals. Keep the flying Benito Brother from grabbing them first. Shoot him down, then collect the gold.

Activate a Pause or a Rewind before you walk over the narrow bridge connecting the two parts of the mountain. The ground beneath the tracks collapses under Blinx’s weight.

Before you work on opening the door, get rid of the Chronoblob guarding it. Then activate the two switches to the right of the door by hitting one with trash and one with a bomb. These switches control obstacles in the hallway. Finally, open the gated door and enter the cavern.

You hit the mother lode!
Red Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: None

From the ledge with the Record seesaw, head to the left, go down the stairs, and hop over to a covered walkway. Follow it to the end, and you find the Red Medal in a small cul-de-sac.

Silver Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 Sweeper

The Silver Medal is confined in a treasure chest on a mountain ledge blocked by a 16T Weight. Sweep the weight away from the platform across the Record seesaw, then leap over to the ledge with the chest, shoot a piece of trash at the chest to break the lock, and the Silver Medal springs out.

Four Octoballoons and a Molegon dwell within the cavern. Defeat them, then reload your sweeper and pick up the time crystals before heading out the "M" door.

This battle looks intimidating because of the number of monsters, but each Octoballoon requires only a single hit to defeat.

Use a Pause or a Rewind to help you make it across five conveyor belts to the last group of ledges. The goal gate is on one of those ledges. Watch out for explosive barrels on the belts, and shoot the Octoballoon guarding the operation as you pass by.

The last monster in the stage is the Dust Herder awaiting you at the end of the last conveyor belt. Shoot him from the belt, then jump down to a clear spot on the ledge. When you defeat him, the goal gate opens. You're free to continue to the next stage.
Getting the Gold Medal requires a feat of derring-do on your part. Follow the track from the switch at the start of this stage, past the Combustasaur to the track end. You reach a section where large boulders roll down the track and past a platform. The Gold Medal floats above the platform.

To get it, hop on a rolling boulder and jump off as it passes the Gold Medal. If your jump is aimed and timed right, you get the medal.

The cart tracks roughly divide Stage 6-2 into four parts. The area is crowded, and it’s hard to figure out the lay of the land until you thoroughly explore it. Some mine carts are operating. Hop in one as it draws near a station marker. When you activate a route, its carts run continuously for the rest of your visit.

Grab a few pieces of garbage on the steps, then jump to the lower level of the mine’s first section. A section of track is suspended over a gap. Climb up the track and double jump up to the first group of time monsters.
You could ride the mine cart to the first group of enemies, but it’s quicker to walk over the track.

Defeat the Chronoblob and Dust Herder on the other side of the door, then head up the narrow ramp to take your first cart ride.

After you step off it, the switch keeps the door open only for a short while. If Blinx is very quick, he can stand on the switch for 3-4 seconds, then charge straight through the door. This saves you from using a Pause or Record time control.

When you hop in the cart, it automatically takes off. As you round the bend, shoot the track switch on your left. The track ahead changes positions, rerouting your cart—hopefully to a less perilous location.

You can’t ride a cart into the mine, so hop off when you reach the Octoballoon room. You can easily take out most of these time monsters from the safety of the track. Defeat five Octoballoons and head out the “M” door to the second cart and station.

When you hit the track switch, this cart takes you from section three to section four of the stage.

Attack and defeat two Chronoblobs guarding the door and the track. Reload your sweeper, then step on the jump switch to open the door. Use a Record or a Pause to keep the door open long enough to pass through.

Don’t hesitate to shoot it when you see this switch in the distance.

Mine cart stations are identified by numbered plaques on the ground. When a cart passes a plaque, it slows down so a passenger can hop in.
STAGE 6: MINE OF PRECIOUS MOMENTS

**Hop out of the mine cart before it enters the mine. Immediately activate a Record or a Pause.**

The easiest way to survive this battle is to use the Record attack. This method conserves ammunition, which is scarce in this section and also provides a decoy to distract the Combustasaur, letting you attack in safety.

Last comes the Gatekeeper. Defeat him, and the barrier to the stairs is automatically removed.

Defeat this group of enemies, then head up the steps, grabbing a bomb or two to fire at the bomb switch across the gap. The drawbridge lowers, giving you access to the final three monsters and the goal gate.

A Molegon and a Chonoblob are on the other side. As you defeat them, save some trash for the Dust Herder by the goal gate. Use the moving blocks to reach the goal gate. Shoot the Dust Herder from the last block, and you’re home free!

When you are at the cloud platforms right at the end of the level, there is a mine cart there. If you jump in and Rewind, it will move the cart backwards and allow you to get the Gold Medal.

Conserve ammunition. If you run out, you can stand on the closed goal gate. When the Dust Herder throws trash at you, sweep it up and toss it back at him.
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Red Medal

REQUIREMENTS: None

Backtrack along the second cart track, from the Combustasaur to the rear of the mine’s third section. The Red Medal is tucked into a niche in the wall.

Gold Medal

REQUIREMENTS: None

The most efficient way to reach this medal is to use a tall barrel as a stepping stool from the second train station to the level above. You find the Gold Medal sitting next to another cart station.

Silver Medal

REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 Sweeper

Sweep the 16T Weight away from the track entrance to the Octoballoon room. Follow the track to a deserted area behind the mine’s second section and turn right. Along the edge of the mountain you see a steplike structure. Climb it. You find the Silver Medal at the top.
Stage 6-3 is the most complicated of the mines. From a cart station on a mountain top, you ride carts on several sections of a dilapidated track winding around stone columns and spires.

To defeat all the time monsters, shoot anything that moves. Finding the treasures takes some finesse.

Sweep up the trash around the start gate, then hop into a mine cart waiting for you by the station. It whips you down the track and around a corner, then the track abruptly ends.

The cart starts to plunge into an abyss. Double-jump to reach a well-guarded platform ahead.

Defeat the Chronoblob and Dust Herder; then step on the switch by the double doors and Record Blinx as he runs and jumps to a second switch across the way. When the recording plays back, head through the door to the cart station on the other side.

A couple of falls is all it takes to learn the timing of this jump. More treacherous is the landing—a Chronoblob and Dust Herder are there to greet you.

The timing on this recording has to be very precise to give Ghost Blinx enough time on the second switch to get you through the door. When you record Blinx jumping to the other switch, aim to have him jump on the switch.
If you don't have a Record, climb down the ladder near the switch and jump off a ledge at the left of the platform (two barrels mark the location). You land on an abandoned stretch of track that leads you to a helium balloon. Ride that to a drop point on the other side of the door you couldn't open.

Hop into a cart waiting by the second station and ride it to its end. Shoot two Octoballoons floating by the side of the track and hit the track switch mechanism.

The second cart delivers you to a platform thick with time monsters. You need quick reflexes or a couple of Slow or Pause time controls. Shoot the monsters in succession, refilling your sweeper while they recover from your first hit. When you defeat all five, the "M" door opens. Continue to the next cart station.

If you don’t hit the trackside monsters as you pass, you must backtrack and take them out. Fortunately, they require only a single hit.

Take the conveyor belts to the next platform. There, defeat a Molegon and a Dust Herder guarding a cart station. Hop into the cart as it passes by, then activate a Rewind. The cart travels backward into the mine. Hop out and walk to the fourth cart station, guarded by an Octoballoon.

Grab the gold crystals from this treasure chest before you leave the area.

You cannot reach the Red Medal from this platform. You must find a way to get to the train track on the other side.
It's easier to climb the conveyor belts if you don't use Rewind. If the speed is too much for you, use Slow.

The fourth cart is the last one on your itinerary. When a cart stops, hop in. Trigger the track switch when you pass by it, and you can ride the cart to the goal gate around the three stone columns. You must defeat the two remaining Octoballoons floating around the track before the gate opens.

Traveling forward on the third cart leads to disaster.

Hop out of the third cart at a small platform before the cart enters the mine.

Jump out of the cart when you reach the second stone column so you can aim at the Octoballoon more accurately. Fire off a shot to dispatch the last time monster and walk over to the goal gate.

Red Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: None

If you have a minute or so left and have opened the goal gate, get the Red Medal. Walk over to the stone column by the goal gate. Follow the track down and around the shaft until you reach its end, blocked off with orange traffic cones. The Red Medal floats in midair at the end of the track. Standing on the edge of the track, sweep up the medal and run back up the track to the goal gate.
Silver Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

Explore an abandoned track to get the Silver Medal. When you get into the last cart for the ride to the goal gate, ride it to its original destination instead of changing tracks at the switch. The track winds around the current column and breaks off. Jump out of the cart near the balloon. But before you catch a balloon ride, look around the stone outpost for the Silver Medal.

Gold Medal

**REQUIREMENTS:** None

From the second cart station, head up the track to the cavern at its end. The Gold Medal is inside the cave, next to the track.

Stage 6 Boss: Kerogon

**Difficulty:** ★★★★☆ **HP:** 5

The Kerogon from the end of Stage 2 is back, and he means business. The Stage 6 Kerogon is bigger, stronger, faster, and tougher to beat.
This time you have nowhere safe to hide when the Kerogon attacks, and he’s an active monster. For the most part, the Kerogon spits pieces of trash at you or tries to drown you in rolling barrels. Both attacks are easily dodged. The first one even supplies ammunition.

The Kerogon also has a powered-up tackle and has gained the ability to destroy the edges of the battlefield. He starts to flash when he charges up these attacks, so you know when to get ready to dodge.

The Kerogon’s weak point is still his backside. Attack him when he’s stalking and spitting trash at you. Pause the game when he opens his mouth, then run behind him and fire. You can also use Fast-Forward to speed up or Record to distract the Kerogon with a ghost Blinx.

Feeding the Kerogon trash makes him larger and slower. But it also makes him spit up more trash, making his trash attack more difficult to dodge.

When the Kerogon is not flashing, he’s vulnerable to attack from behind. Use Pause and hit him where it hurts. Six hits, and he’s history.
Stage 7: Everwinter

Everwinter is an alpine region perpetually covered in snow and ice. In addition to meeting new monsters (you encounter the Ice Turtle and the Typhoon), you learn how to handle Blinx in icy conditions.

The snow and ice keeps Blinx in constant motion—whether you want him to be or not! Blinx slides and slips, falling flat on his rear or on his belly. Increased numbers of Spikers set the stage for a challenging but good time that has you wishing the Shop sold spiked shoes or snowshoes.

Stage 7-1

- Difficulty: ★★★★★
- Time monsters: 16
- Secrets: 🐢 🐢 🐢

You meet the Typhoon and the Ice Turtle, the last of the monsters in the Blinx bestiary. The Typhoon is a small seahorse-shaped dragon that can spin itself into a small tornado. It usually accompanies two or more other monsters; it tries to capture you in its whirlwind until the other beasts get close enough to attack you. The tornado also makes you dizzy and unable to walk or defend yourself for a short time.

Always defeat the Typhoon first! If you don’t, it sweeps you up and deposits you in the path of another enemy—or worse.
The Ice Turtle hibernates in the snow until you come within range. When you hit it with a piece of trash, it explodes like a bomb. Shoot these monsters from afar or while sliding away.

**The Ice Turtle is invulnerable as it sleeps in its snowy bed. When you get close, the Ice Turtle rears up and becomes fair game.**

As soon as you enter the hub, that flying Benito Brother appears from a hole in the snow to steal the gold lying around. Send him on his way with a few trash projectiles.

To get into the next spoke, step on the switch and open the door. Record your ghost standing on the button to keep it open long enough for you to skate through.

Run through the door and slide down. Start shooting quickly to defeat all the enemies floating around. The exit from this section of the stage is an "M" door.

Stage 7-1 is constructed around a central hub with four spokes. You start at the tip of one spoke and slide down to the field in the central hub.

**These snowmen only impede your progress. Slide around them, or plow through them if you wish.**

**Bring at least two Records so you don't have to scrounge for green Record crystals in every section of the course. Each of the doors in the central hub opens in the same manner.**

**Be careful shooting Octoballoons on slippery ice, it is easy to slide off as you try to find a vantage point from which to shoot.**

After you defeat all five time monsters in this section, hop up the stairs, go through the "M" door, and step on the switch overlooking the central hub. Activate a Record and stand on the button until it completes. Then as your double holds open the door, dash across the snowy field to the door in the far corner. You can also use Pause while standing on the switch, or stand on the switch for ten seconds, run to the door, then use Rewind. Either method leads you to the third section of the course.
At the bottom of your slide, you encounter the first of two groups of time monsters. An Ice Turtle, Typhoon, and Spiker await you on the mainland; an Octoballoon floats over the moving slab of ice. Defeat all of them to continue.

Make your way up the snow-covered steps to the top. A Typhoon and two Spikers keep you busy skating around. Consider using a Pause or a Slow until you gain your bearings and refill your sweeper with trash.

Again, after you clear the area of time monsters, step on the switch and activate a Record. The middle door in the main courtyard opens. When the Record is finished, enter the final segment of the stage. Time is running out, so hurry!

Skate through the door in the middle of the central hub and down the slide to the bottom, where a Spiker and a Gatekeeper wait to greet you. These are the final two time monsters in this stage, and you must defeat them in a hurry to open the goal gate in time.

If you’re out of trash, don’t worry. Plenty lies near the remaining monsters.
STAGE 7: EVERWINTER

Red Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: None

When you reach the second group of monsters in the third spoke, look for the Red Medal floating off the side of the mountain. Get it with your sweeper while you stand on the edge.

Blue Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: None

This medal floats off the side of the steps leading to the exit in the second spoke. Defeat the Octoballoon guarding it, then sweep up the medal as you stand on the step’s edge.

Silver Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: Level 2 Sweeper or higher

From the goal gate, you see a set of steps leading to a platform below. Follow them down and sweep away a pile of garbage against the wall. Behind the garbage you find the Silver Medal.

Gold Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: Level 3 Sweeper

By the switch to the door leading to the goal gate, a 16T Weight blocks the entrance to a room. Remove it with your sweeper and you see the Gold Medal floating inside.
Stage 7-2 takes up where 7-1 left off, challenging you with another icy locale full of slides, shortcuts, and dangerous time monsters. Crumbling plates of snow and slides characterize this stage. Stock up on Pause and Rewind time controls. This stage is a long and difficult one that more than earns its 5-star rating.

Pick up as much junk as you can carry. Grab the larger pieces last so you can use them first. Before heading down the slide, activate a Rewind so that when you reach the bottom you still have something to stand on.

The first grouping of enemies (Typhoon, Spiker, and Octoballoon) sets the standard for the stage. Take out the Typhoon first, the Spiker second, and the Octoballoon third. Stock up on time crystals and trash.

When the plate of ice crumbles away, it leaves a small area. Keep an eye out for the Spiker while you dispose of the other enemies.

If you decide to jump off the mountain at this point, an alternate path takes you to a cliff overlooking the end of the slide.

If you don’t use the Rewind when you start down the slide, the section of crumbling ice shown in this screenshot is already gone. That’s a long way to jump!
At the top of the next slide, activate another Rewind. This time, the crumbling spot is at the top of the slide. You are at your most vulnerable here because you can’t jump up to fly over the gap or back to the start.

You won’t have the speed to propel over the gap, either. Instead, you just fall and have to use one of your Retry hearts.

Pause when the spikes are fully retracted so you can enter the room and defeat the fourth monster needed to open the “M” door.

Try to take out the Octoballoon before reconstructing the missing floor slab so you can concentrate on the Water Spirit when you reach the other side.

With a well-placed barrel, you can dash down to this for trash refills, bombs, and a Red Medal.

A Record lets you have two Blinxes shooting at the Water Spirit at once and with the same sweeper-full of trash.

If you have a Pause left over, use this door to get to the final section more quickly.

The next group of monsters lies at the end of the second slide. The door to the chamber shuts behind you and the exit is an “M” door. This time the group consists of two Octoballoons, a Spiker, and a Dust Herder. The Spiker is in the part of the room blocked by the spiky door.

When you defeat the last of the four time monsters in this section, the “M” door opens; continue to the next area and the third grouping of time monsters.

Use a Rewind to reconstruct the floor that crumbled away between the two mountain ledges—it’s the only way to the other side.

The third group of monsters is the largest. Including the Octoballoon, you must defeat six foes before taking the next slide. Start with the Octoballoon, then defeat the Water Spirit.

Around the corner you find two Gatekeepers blocking the two exits, a Typhoon, and a Spiker. Trash is limited, so aim carefully. Use the Record trick to defeat the Water Spirit, which conserves the trash you entered with.

Then defeat, in order, the Typhoon, the Spiker, then the two Gatekeepers.
Regardless of which exit you choose, you have three monsters ahead of you before the goal gate opens. The first two are the Dust Herder and Octoballoon that guard the stairs leading to the goal gate. The third is an Ice Turtle that lurks on the steps.

Be careful when you run up the steps. You don’t want to run into the Ice Turtle!

Defeat those three, and the goal gate opens. You have only one more Everwinter stage to complete!

Red Medal

**Requirements:** None

You can reach this Red Medal two ways. The first is from the stairs in the corner of the room with the second group of time monsters. To get back where you started, however, you must take a set of stairs that puts you back at the top of the second slide.

Or you can wait until you get to the area with the third group of monsters. The ledge there overlooks this niche. With a well-placed barrel you can get out and onto the ledge again.

Blue Medal

**Requirements:** None

The Blue Medal floats in the air by a ledge across the gap from the third group of time monsters. Sweep up the trash in the way, then stand on the edge and sweep up the medal.
STAGE 7: EVERWINTER

Silver Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: Pause

To get to this medal, take an alternative path from the starting point to the first group of time monsters. Jump off the cliff to the left of the first slide entrance, then follow the path around a frozen lake and up a set of stairs to one of those spiky doors.

Pause the door with the spikes fully retracted and pass through to the Silver Medal on the other side. You can jump from the ledge to the first time monster spot below.

Gold Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: Pause and Fast-Forward

The Gold Medal floats above a Fast-Forward machine in the Spiker’s room in the area with the second group of time monsters. Use Pause to get through the spiky door separating the Spiker from the rest of the crew.

Defeat the Spiker, then activate the Fast-Forward and jump onto the machine. It flings you into the air, where you can grab the medal.
The final game stage in Everwinter is similar in size and scope to Stage 7-2. Slides abound, and sections of snowy ground give way beneath your feet. Small rooms are stuffed with monsters, and you’ve lots of ground to cover in 10 minutes. What are you waiting for?

A Gatekeeper blocks the first slide. Collect your garbage (save the two largest pieces for the monsters at the bottom of the slide), and shoot the Gatekeeper when he flies out of the gate.

**Difficulty:** ★★★★★
**Secrets:**
**Time monsters:** 17

A shortcut past the first slide lies beneath this cliff. Jump from this point and follow the lakeshore to stairs leading you to the bottom of the slide.

Slide down the slide. When you hit bottom, jump up to shoot the Typhoon and the Spiker with trash. When you defeat both monsters, fill up your sweeper and step on the jump switch to open the door.

Activate a Rewind before you head down the slide so you still have ground to land on at the bottom. Then hop up the steps to the alpine pool. Grab the gold and shoot the Ice Turtle from a good distance to avoid the bomb blast.

**Medal 1:**
**Group 7**
**Group 6**
**Group 4**
**Group 2**
**Group 1**

**Medal 2:**
**Group 8**
**Group 9**
**Group 10**
**Group 11**
**Group 12**
**Group 13**
**Group 14**

**Medal 3:**
(Blue medal in the hallway downstairs)

**Medal 4:**
**Group 3**
**Group 5**
**Group 6**
**Group 8**
**Group 9**
**Group 7**
**Group 11**
**Group 12**
**Group 13**
**Group 14**
From the lake, go in one of two directions. The more difficult is across the floating icebergs and the blocks.

Head to the passage blocked by a 16T Weight and sweep it away with the Level 3 Sweeper that you should now have in your possession. Grab the Silver Medal and sweep away the second 16T Weight.

Remove the final 16T Weight blocking the passage, then prepare to wage war against six time monsters. First is the Octoballoon at the door. Next, take out the Water Spirit and Typhoon, and finally the Spiker.

Leave some room in your sweeper for the two 16T Weights in this passage. They’re useful in the next area, where a gang of time monsters awaits you.

After you clear out the monsters at the entrance, turn right and head down the path to the stairs leading down to a line of floating blocks. Defeat the Octoballoon and Typhoon at the bottom of the stairs, then retrace your steps.

Try to shoot both the Octoballoon and the Typhoon from the top of the stairs. The bottom is cramped and slippery.

To open the exit, look for a jump switch atop a ledge over the entrance passage. When you step on it, the door remains open long enough for you to run through. At the top of the third slide, activate a Rewind (the first part crumbles as you start to slide on it) and slide down. Jump over a gap between the end of the slide and the next area.

The final group of time monsters is large. In this room, you must defeat three Octoballoons, a Typhoon, Dust Herder, a Gatekeeper, and a Spiker. The Spiker is hidden behind the Gatekeeper in a small, trash-filled alcove. Keep him there until you’ve defeated everyone else. When all seven monsters are gone, the “M” door opens.
If you don't have enough ammo, let the Octoballoons and the Dust Herder provide some.

Concentrate on taking out the three monsters by the "M" door first. Then fill your Sweeper with trash spit out by the Octoballoons near the Gatekeeper. You can dispatch the remaining monsters with ease.

When the "M" door opens, rush to the goal gate. Slide down the S-shaped slide and into the goal gate!

When you release the Spiker from confinement, he's eager to attack!

Red Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: None

The Red Medal is near the goal gate, in the area beneath the S-shaped slide. Hop off the goal gate platform and follow the edge of the cliff to a set of stairs leading up to a spiky door. The Red Medal sits in front of the door where you can grab it easily.

Retrace your steps back to the goal gate platform using a tall piece of trash as a stepping stool.
**Blue Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

The Blue Medal is hidden in a passage beneath the floating blocks that lead to the second large group of time monsters. Hop down to the lakeshore by the tunnel from the Ice Turtle’s resting place and grab the medal. Follow the corridor back up to the platform.

**Silver Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS:** Level 3 Sweeper

The Silver Medal is sandwiched between two 16T Weights by the Ice Turtle’s lake. Use the Level 3 Sweeper to clear away the barriers and claim your medal.

**Gold Medal**

- **REQUIREMENTS:** None

The Gold Medal floats off the side of an iceberg to the side of the Ice Turtle. Ride the iceberg to the end of its track and sweep up the medal while standing on the very edge of the platform. Use a Slow so that you can spend more time sweeping.
The Hydrosaur is the arctic version of the Molesaur. It looks like a giant gar fish with a bad attitude. It swims beneath the ice platform, occasionally surfacing to spit barrels and time controls. It also launches itself in the air to perform a huge belly-flop in an attempt to send you flying into the icy water.

When it's not trying to hit you with something, the Hydrosaur attempts to surface beneath you and swallow you whole. The combination of these attacks, and a few other factors, makes this battle tough to win.

Enter this battle with full health, tons of Pause time controls and, if you can afford them, five or more Spike Bullets. In this Boss battle and the ones that follow, Spike Bullets purchased at the Shop help you win the battle in far less time than it would take with trash ammunition.

Unfortunately, they are expensive and easily wasted unless you are a crack shot.

Here's the attack pattern to master:
Once you are armed, hop on one of the many pipes sticking out of the ice platform and steady Blinx with a doublejump.

The Hydrosaur is drawn to these pipes, especially when topped by Blinx, and eventually rises up beneath it and tries to swallow the pipe and you.

When the monster starts to bite, jump off the platform and activate a Pause. Be careful to jump away from the monster.

After you strike the Hydrosaur enough to inflict 2 HP of damage, he follows your attack with one of his own. Unfortunately, that attack is against the platform piece you’re standing on. The force rips it away from the larger island and sinks it in the icy depths.

If you lure the Hydrosaur into disposing of platform pieces with exposed holes, this attack becomes advantageous. If you’re standing on one of the larger pieces of the platform or one of the remaining solid pieces when he breaks that piece off, you are in grave trouble.

The middle section of the ice platform is the one you most want to guard from the Hydrosaur. No matter how many holes the Hydrosaur opens in its surface, do not let him sink it.

As the battle wears on, the Hydrosaur becomes more combative and the battlefield more ragged and perilous. If you can keep your footing and stay out of the beast’s way long enough to inflict 8 HP of damage, you win!
Stage 8: Forge of Hours

The final stage takes place in a group of factories filled with molten metal, oversized gears, and fierce monsters. Enter each stage with at least one Record and Rewind and lots of Pause time controls.

After the slippery Everwinter stage, the solid ground of Forge of Hours feels good beneath your feet. Grab the trash around the start gate, then use your sweeper to grip the pulley in front of you and ride it down to a small platform.

Sweep up the two barrels on the platform and grab the Silver Cat Medal, then grab hold of the next pulley and ride it down to the ground floor. Don’t let go when it reaches the first wall. It turns on its track and heads back across the room in a few seconds.

The Silver Medal lies right out in the open, you can’t miss it.
The pulley pauses momentarily before turning and heading down to the ground floor.

On the opposite side of the room, a switch controls the pit of molten metal ahead of you. Stand on the switch, and the pit drains, revealing a series of platforms and steps that you can use to cross the room. When you hop off the switch, the molten metal starts to fill the pit again.

Use a Record or a Pause for enough time to cross the room before the level of molten material rises and burns Blinx to a crisp.

Once you reach the floor, shoot down the Octoballoons and the Dust Herder guarding the area. Then head out the door and into the next room. A conveyor belt full of red-hot slabs of metal spans much of the room.

On the other side of the molten metal room is the other side of the ingot conveyor belt. To reach the second half of the factory, cross the quickly moving belt a second time. First, shoot down the Octoballoon guarding the exit on the other side.

The button on this side of the molten metal room is the twin of the one on the other side. It controls the level of lava in the pit in case you need to return to the first part of the stage.

Fill your sweeper again and head down the hallway and into the second part of the factory. The hallway exits onto a platform guarded by monsters (a Golem, Spiker, and Typhoon) and a machine that spits streams of electricity to all four corners of the platform.

You can use up a bunch of Pauses trying to defeat both the electricity and the time monsters, or you can take care of business while standing between the streams of electricity.

This obstacle is used in all three stages of the Forge of Hours. Learn how to foil it now.

The machine in the middle of the room sends electricity to the corner receptacles. Figure out where the receptacles are to learn where it’s safe to walk before you get too close.

Quickly take out the Typhoon in the corner. Whether you work on the Golem or the Spiker next is up to you.
After you’ve defeated the time monsters, lob a piece of trash at the switch over the stream of molten metal. A line of small gears arises, creating a bridge over the molten lava.

To stop the gears temporarily, step on the jump switch. Clear out the alcoves above the two gears in this room, then cross over the larger gears in the river to the final section of the room.

The bombs rolling across this platform are a favorite obstacle in the Forge of Hours. The trick to clearing this room is figuring out where it is safe to stand while you defeat the monsters.

On this platform, use a Pause while you run across the room and hop onto the pipe. Then you can shoot at both Octoballoons accurately while remaining out of the blast radius of the exploding bombs.
STAGE 8: FORGE OF HOURS

Standing on the pipe across from the second gear bridge keeps you safe from the bombs, but you can’t aim at and defeat the Octoballoon guards on the other side of the room. Here you can easily shoot at the enemy monsters while remaining safe from the bomb’s blast radius.

Carefully cross the walkway to the goal gate platform. Use a Pause to take out the Typhoon and refill your sweeper for the assault on the last monster, the Combustasaur.

Once you’ve dispatched the Combustasaur, rejoice and hop into the now-open goal gate.

Use a Pause to cross over to the goal gate side of the room. It’s easier to get by the leaping fire-balls and get at least one shot off at the Typhoon.

Use a Record to help you take out the Combustasaur quickly. Your ghosts attack him from the front while you skirt around the junk and goal gate to pump him full of trash from behind.

Red Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: None

The Red Medal is hidden while the Gold and Silver ones are displayed in plain sight. Look behind the barrels in an alcove that surrounds the large gears by the last jump switch. Don’t waste a Record or Pause in getting this medal. You have enough time to make it to the alcove with a simple push of the jump switch.

Silver Medal
○ REQUIREMENTS: None

This medal lies in the open on a small platform across from the start gate. To get it, ride the pulley over to the platform.
Gold Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: Record or Pause

As you head through the molten metal pit, pick this medal up on the way. It is on the lowest platform in the middle of the room.

Stage 8-2

- Difficulty: ★★★★★
- Secrets: ➕➕➕
- Time monsters: 13

The second stage in the Forge of Hours ups the ante a little bit. Use the large toothed gears to climb from one level to another. The time controls are crucial in this endeavor, so set the stage with a good selection of Pause, Slow, Rewind and Record time controls.

You start in one of the only truly tame rooms in this stage. Grab a couple of pieces of trash and defeat the Typhoon and the Spiker guarding the room.
These monsters are equally annoying. To make the battle quicker, use the larger pieces of trash against them.

Use a Pause to cross the river of molten metal via the large gear. Then head into the fenced-in room. Five time monsters inhabit this room, so keep your eyes open and your finger on the Sweep/Shoot button.

Work methodically through the room, defeating each enemy as you come in range. Ammunition is scarce, so let the trash-throwing inclinations of the enemy provide you with what you need before you dispatch them.

Defeating all the enemies opens the "M" door. Before you go, step on the jump switch. Two lines of moving platforms rise from the lava river.

Hop across the platforms to a gold-covered ledge in the corner. Watch out for a surprise visit by one of the Benito Brothers. Pelting him with trash makes him drop time crystals.

Climb the mesh stairs and jump on the jump switch to temporarily stop the gear movement. You have just enough time to climb the gears and jump over to the next level before they start to spin again.

If you are fast enough, you can sweep up the Golem's limbs before he reassembles and starts to attack. If not, content yourself with whatever pieces are in immediate reach and start attacking him.

Skip down the steps and quickly defeat the Typhoon and Octoballoon on the platform. Then step on the jump switch to stop the gears along the wall. Use a Record or Pause to give yourself more time to climb over the gears to the next level.
Take out the Combustasaur on the other side of the pipe, dodging his fireball attack. Then use a Pause to freeze the gears and conveyor belts long enough to cross to a junk-strewn platform.

Refill your sweeper and take out the second Combustasaur. Don’t accidentally step into the electricity streams from the machine in the middle of the floor. A complicating factor is the Golem, who stalks you as you try to take out your fiery foe.

Once you’ve defeated the Golem and the Combustasaur, the goal gate opens. Carefully negotiate the electrical obstacle and race across the metal catwalk to the gate.

**Red Medal**

- **Requirements:** Pause

The streams of electricity are very close to one another, leaving you little room to walk in between.

The Red Medal glow appears over a set of gears leading you to the giant mixing vat. Use Pause to freeze the gears, and then sweep the medal up.
Stage 8-3 is just plain hard, especially the first floor. Enter with the following: full Retry Holders, six Pauses, two Slows, and two Records. Consider getting six to ten of the Spike Bullets at the Shop. They do double the damage of regular trash. They aren’t a necessity, but they are helpful.
The first floor of Stage 8-3 is a death trap until you figure out how to survive. At the start, you're on a bomb-strewn floor. Activate Pause immediately, then run straight along the edge of the platform to the opposite side and jump onto one of two barrels there.

This puts you in position to take out the closest of the two Octoballoons flying around the area.

Once you've defeated the Octoballoons, activate another Pause and cross the spinning gear to the other side of the room. This side is equally fraught with danger from swinging axes and three Spikers. The Dust Herder doesn't help matters.

Plan to spend a lot of time dodging Spiker attacks. Limit your movements until you clear out the first Spiker and the Dust Herder. Then move to the other end of the room to take out the remaining two Spikers.

When this side of the room is clear, do a little gear climbing. Depending on the gear positions when you Pause the game, you may need to use a Rewind to get over the second gear. If time runs out and you are still on the gears, hold down the Time Control button during the countdown so that you can immediately activate another one.
The floor of the next level is dotted with trapdoors. Stand on one and the tiles beneath you collapse, sending you falling to the first floor. Be careful where you stand and walk as you take on the Typhoon and Combustasaur defending this floor.

Another electrical obstacle and a Golem await you on the other side of the room. Use the vertical pipe for cover from both the electricity and the monster while you lob giant barrels at the Golem.

Once you’ve defeated the Golem, only a seesaw puzzle stands between you and the goal gate. Use a Record as Blinx jumps on the red-hot seesaw. A platform that is safe to stand on slides to the other side. Then have Blinx hop over the platform to the far side of the seesaw. The platform slides back, giving you a safe ride to the goal gate platform when the recording rewinds and plays.

Don’t forget to shoot the Octoballoon guarding the bridge of spinning platforms. One hit defeats him.

Have Blinx record the act of jumping on each side of the seesaw. Then, when the recording plays back, you can safely ride the iron platform from one side to the other.

Collect the gold crystals, then run and jump into the goal gate.
Red Medal

- REQUIREMENTS: Pause

Pause the gears and jump over to the larger gear. From there, you can sweep up the Red Medal.

Gold Medal #1

- REQUIREMENTS: Pause or Slow

Get this Gold Medal from the top of the large spinning gear in the river of molten metal on the first floor.

Gold Medal #2

- REQUIREMENTS: Pause or Slow

This medal lies atop a similar spinning gear between the first and second stories of the factory. Use Pause or Slow to slow the gear down long enough for you to grab this as you cross over.

Stage 8 Boss: Juggernaut

- Difficulty: ★★★★
- HP: 8

List of Time Crystals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the most difficult of the stage Bosses. The Juggernaut is stronger and more powerful than he was when you met him in Stage 5. He is also much more aggressive and has more attacks than his earlier incarnation.

His main attacks are the spinning ball attack and a physical attack while he's in normal form. He's accompanied by three smaller spinning balls that tackle you until you shoot them with trash.

The Juggernaut also controls the spinning wheels that make up the battle arena. He can make them rise, fall, separate, and even dip down into the molten lava surrounding the stage. All of this combines to make the Juggernaut a fierce competitor and very hard to defeat.

Enter the stage with full health, tons of Pause and Slow time controls and as many Spike Bullets as you can afford. These help you defeat the Juggernaut more quickly. Don't waste them on his helper balls.

As before, the Juggernaut is only vulnerable when he resumes his normal form. At that point, fire a Spike Bullet at him. Watch out for retaliatory attacks by the red balls that accompany him.

If you can defeat this Boss in one try, you are definitely ready to take on the Last Boss!
You’ve finally reached Momentopolis, home of the Last Boss! Before you take him on, revisit some of your past Boss battles. Yes, that’s right! Before the Last Boss takes the stage, time runs amok, sending you back and forth in time to four Boss battles: the Dust King (Stage 4), the Hydrosaur (Stage 7), the Kerogon (Stage 6), and the Juggernaut (Stage 8).

Defeat these monsters one after another in a Boss Rush before you take on the mysterious Last Boss. If you run out of time controls—or worse, Retry hearts—you have to start over.

Practice defeating the repeat Bosses, one at a time, until you defeat them easily without taking much damage. Fight them while using as few time controls as possible, maximizing your ability to replace any that you do have to use. When you are adept, try the Boss Rush.
Here are the basics: The Last Boss has eight hit points and goes through four attack stages while you whittle away his HP down. Throughout the battle he uses two basic attacks: Sweeping Time and Attacking Time Controls (the Attacking Time Controls attack stops in the fourth stage).

He also has four attacks unique to each battle stage. In the first stage, expect him to lob bombs at you. In the second stage, he bombs you with regular bombs and ice bombs, which make the stage slippery. He also rocks the arena and tries to get you with his wave attack in the second battle stage.

The third stage features more of the same, this time accompanied by trash-lobbing and a chop attack. In the fourth and final stage, the Last Boss gets physical and tries to tackle you in a last-ditch attack to save his hide.

In the first two stages of the battle, attack him at his weak point: the hole through which he shoots bombs at you. Aim trash there to inflict pain and damage. In the third stage of battle, use time controls to help you destroy the Last Boss’s armor with your handy sweeper.

In the last stage of the battle, shoot him with whatever trash you can lay your hands on. If you manage to defeat him, congratulations!

---

**Secrets of the Game**

You haven’t fully completed the game unless you have all the hidden Cat Medals in every level and an A+ or better (S+) on every stage up to 8-4.

If you did that, you should be enjoying all the cool prizes Artoon bestows in this game. If not, what are you waiting for?

You get bonus animations and access to art galleries (not to mention a certain extra-special, ultimate sweeper) when you reach certain levels in your Cat Medal collection. To get the ultimate sweeper: you must have 90,000 gold and be in Round 9 shop before you go to the Final Boss. You must also have all the Cat Medals. Once you’ve earned a prize, you can go back and look at it as often as you like.

Getting a grade of A+ or higher on every level also gets you a special prize.

Get them all!
A Time Monster Primer

In your quest to save the world from the villainy of the Tom-Tom Gang, you meet a variety of weird time monsters. This section introduces the monsters you must defeat to clear each stage. Each species of time monster appears in a variety of colors indicating strength and level.

**Chronoblob**

The Chronoblob is the most common time monster in the game. These gelatinous blobs come in a variety of colors and levels. All attack in the same way, by body-slamming poor Blinx.

When the Chronoblob starts to flash, it's about to strike. Save your ammunition and yourself by jumping out of its way. Defeat Chronoblob by shooting trash at them until they deflate.

**Spiker**

Spikers are a blob version of puffer fish. When they see an enemy in range, they bristle with sharp spikes and roll toward their foe at top ramming speed.

Shoot these prickly monsters with trash before they see you. Once they puff out their spikes, they are invulnerable and hard to stop. Dodge the spiky balls and shoot them when they momentarily let down their prickly guards.

**Dust Herder**

Dust Herders are odd-looking, acrobatic monsters that balance themselves on fancy balls while shooting trash at their foes. Defeat them by shooting trash while dodging their attacks. When the battle is over, steal the ball. It's worth 100 gold at the trash exchange.
**Octaballoons**

You meet the tricky Octaballoons often in your quest. These small octopi hang from helium-filled balloons and shoot trash at their enemies. They are easily defeated with trash projectiles if you can aim accurately and fire.

If the Octaballoons are too high or you are standing too close, the auto-aiming capabilities of Blinx’s sweeper won’t always lock on the monster.

**Keropppers**

Defeat these gluttonous frogs by feeding them trash until they are so fat and slow that you can run behind them and shoot them. Alternatively, sweep up one of the bombs that is almost always located nearby and feed it to the Keropper. The bomb explodes in the monster’s gullet, damaging it or even destroying it.

**Molegons**

The Molegon shows up first in the sandy floor of the Hourglass Caves (Stage 3) and in a variety of other environments. It dwells underground, occasionally popping its head out to look around.

If it spots prey, it sneaks up beneath it and tries to swallow the prey whole in its snapping jaws. To defeat these subterranean terrors, coax one to peek above ground, then shoot at it with your sweeper. You need quick reflexes and judicious use of Rewind and Slow.
Gatekeeper

The Gatekeeper is an enchanted gate. When you approach it, its spirit flies out and floats around. Defeat the spirit, and the gate disappears in a poof of smoke and time crystals. Until you defeat the Gatekeeper, you cannot pass through the gate.

Water Spirit

The Water Spirit lumbers into your life in the Forgotten City (Stage 4). It’s a giant, vaguely dinosaur-like blob of water that slowly stalks you when you walk into range. This monster takes roughly 10 hits to defeat.

It doesn’t have a conventional attack, but its bulk makes it tough to dodge—especially if it backs you into a corner. It is susceptible to fire, so use a Flame Sweeper against it. Another way to take it out easily (especially if you have a limited amount of trash) is to double-team it by using Record.

Record yourself attacking the Water Spirit with a full sweeper of trash. During the playback, circle around to the back of the Water Spirit and add your attack to your ghost’s attack. When you defeat the Water Spirit’s first form, it reveals its true form. This form takes another hit to defeat.

Golem

When you walk into a room filled with spare robot parts, watch out! Chances are those parts will come to life and form into the time monster called the Golem. The Golem is a walking automaton that attacks with the floating orbs surrounding it.

If you run into one of these orbs, Blinx takes damage. The best—and most lucrative—way to defeat these monsters is to sweep up as many parts as you can before the Golem assembles itself. This makes the monster weaker, and the parts are worth 100 gold each at the end of the round.
Combustasaur
The Combustasaur makes its first appearance in Stage 6: The Mine of Precious Moments. It's the fiery version of the Water Spirit, and it attacks by hurling fireballs at you.

Use the tactics you employed on the Water Spirit. Doubling your attack power with a Record works very well, as does the Freeze Sweeper. When you defeat the first form, the Combustasaur reveals its true form. Another hit takes this one out.

Ice Turtle
Ice Turtle first shows up at the beginning of Stage 7-1 in the frozen snow of Everwinter. It huddles in the snow, looking like a snow-covered rock, until you approach. Then the Ice Turtle jumps up and stalks you.

If you hit one with a piece of trash or another projectile, it explodes after a single hit. Hit these monsters from a distance or hit them up close and run away, lest you get caught in the blast!

Typhoon
Typhoons are among the last monsters to be introduced, appearing in Stage 7 in the icy climes of Everwinter. They win the award for most annoying monster. Typhoons look like floating sea-horses—when you can see them—and always appear in a group. As you walk into range, they immediately begin to spin into cyclones.

Although Typhoons don't damage Blinx directly, they detain you until another time monster arrives. Typhoons pick you up and spin you around until you are dizzy or in the path of another enemy—very annoying!

Take them out immediately with a large piece of garbage. You can catch them in mid-spin by using a Pause.
Benito Brothers

The Benito Brothers form a special category of enemy. These thugs appear periodically as you progress. Sometimes you spot one peeking out of a hole in time. If you come upon a large circle of gold crystals, you can expect a brother to fly in on his airbike to steal that gold away.

Take these foes on if you wish. They don’t count toward the number of time monsters you have to defeat to open a goal gate, and you can’t kill them before they escape back into the stream of time. The airbike-riding Benito Brother does drop time crystals when you hit him, however, and attacking him dissuades him from stealing any crystals in his path (gold or otherwise).

Attacking a peeping Benito Brother merely makes him stop appearing in that spot. This is good if his time hole is on the ground and in your way.